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Having recently graduated through
University Without Walls after my
original stint as a student from 1979
to 1983 I was very excited to receive
my very first copy of UMass Amherst
magazine and see that the focus was on
music—and in particular viewing and
reviewing the many musical acts that
have visited the campus (“In Concert”).
During the early ’80s I was a member of
UPC (University Programming Council)
and I have never forgotten my volunteer
time helping with organizational and
security issues for such acts as Miles
Davis, Phil Collins, James Taylor, King
Crimson, The Kinks, and of course U2
at Bowker Auditorium. I’ve told the
true story numerous times of when I
“saved” Bono from an unruly female fan
who literally scrambled up the front of
the stage to try to give the lead singer
a hug as he was starting to sing “I Will
Follow” from their debut album, Boy.
Working stage left security that evening,
my intervention in their impromptu
meeting onstage was one of many
musical highlights during my time as a
UPC volunteer. Thank you for bringing
the memory back to life.
Jay Novack ’13
Charlton, Massachusetts
Although we called The Rusty Nail “the
club,” I liked Laura Marjorie Miller’s
“roadhouse” description. Ed Stefan
’70 and I bought the old shot-and-beer
bar before we even bought a home.
The 1976 60' x 60' addition included a
good-size rock-solid dance floor. Tables
and benches were pounded together
and stained by hands of friends and
bartenders. Some of our best employees
were from Hotel, Restaurant, and Travel
Administration and lived upstairs. A
friend and bartender made the sign
behind the stage from nails laid flat to
spell out The Rusty Nail Inn. We painted
the outside red and opened the doors to
all who loved live performances of R&B,
blues, rock, country, jazz, and more. We

never had a mirrored disco ball. Rarely
in tobacco and asparagus country did
we have noise complaints, and the seller
lived across the street. The first national
act was Chubby Checker. The list is long
but later on the stage were James Cotton,
Howlin’ Wolf, Tom Rush, Buddy Rich,
George Carlin, Hall & Oates, and James
Brown. Members of Clean Living, Fat,
and the Mitch Chakour band became
friends. To fill in the weeknights new
bands from Boston would come in and
play for only the door’s cover charge.
One band wanted a bigger piece of the
pie, and our partner refused to book
them, as he wanted to treat all the new
bands equally, so Aerosmith never
played at The Rusty Nail. We didn’t do
everything right.
Kathy Erkkila ’70
Gloucester, Massachusetts
As a historian of sorts and as a musician
of yore, I enjoyed “Musical Milestones”
celebrating the 75th anniversary of
UMass music. I knew Doric Alviani
moderately well and worked with
him while I was an undergraduate
from 1945-1949. The first half was at
Massachusetts State College and the
second half at UMass!
One small musical item from that
time period is probably worthy of
inclusion. There was an orchestra on
campus for at least part of that time
and I was a member! I played violin
initially and then viola when there was
a dire need for that instrument. The
conductor was a violin and viola teacher
from Springfield, Massachusetts, who
also played in the Springfield Symphony
Orchestra as concertmaster.
Allen Silbergleit ’49, ’51G
Huntington Woods, Michigan
I was thrilled to see the poster of my old
band in the fall 2013 music issue (“The
Blue Wall regularly featured student
bands like Total Electric Living”).
Even those who never heard the band
might have recognized the name, as
it was taken from the sign at Cliffside

Please send your letters to: umassmag@admin.umass.edu.
Letters may be edited for clarity and length.

Apartments in Sunderland. In fairness,
though, Martian Highway would’ve been
a more representative student-band
choice; they played The Blue Wall and
The Rusty Nail much more often than
we did.
Rob Siegel ’80
West Newton, Massachusetts
As always, the fall 2013 edition of UMass
Amherst magazine was well done. BUT
how could you possibly dedicate an issue
to music at UMass without doing a piece
on the Pixies?! Two of the band mates
met at UMass and later formed one of
the most influential alternative rock
bands of the ’80s and ’90s.
Christopher Brockmeyer ’94
New York, New York
Our omission of the Pixies wasn’t for lack
of trying. Frank Black, are you out there?
Give us a call! —Ed.

Overlooked in the issue was the great
performance by Erroll Garner at Winter
Carnival 1958 (perhaps no photos exist
unless there are some buried deep in
the Collegian files). Tank Purches ’59,
Fran Giuliano ’62, and I booked his
trio. We tried to get his manager to
record the event as his Concert by the
Sea album was super hot at the time
but she demurred. Curry Hicks Cage
was filled to big-time overflow—some
6,000 people crammed in—driving
[campus police chief] Red Blasko nuts!
The concert was one of Garner’s best
performances. His manager was in tears
afterwards, noting, “I thought it was just
a little venue in the sticks.” Word was
that a couple of attendees had sneaked
bootleg recordings of the event, but I
never saw anything surface.
Ted Raymond ’59
El Mirage, Arizona

One of the concerts I distinctly
remembered given in 1950 at the Curry
Hicks Cage was by Risë Stevens, the
Metropolitan Opera mezzo-soprano.
Not only was she a beautiful woman but
she also gave a beautiful performance.
What reminded me of her was that I
read of her recent passing at age 99 in
March 2013. She could sing just about
anything including opera as well as
“pop,” but “rock and soul” was not too
popular at that time.
Francis I. Baratta ’50
Arlington, Massachusetts
Correction: Former Minuteman
Marching Band Director George N.
Parks’s middle initial was incorrect in
“Herald Square, Here We Come!”
N. is for Nathan.

Big questions.
Life-saving answers.

S

HELLY PEYTON, a chemical engineer, has big questions.
For instance, why do breast cancer cells tend to spread to
specific areas like the brain, bones, liver, or lungs? A nd, why
are some patients resistant to common chemotherapy drugs?

Thanks in part to a privately funded faculty award*, Peyton and
her team are looking for answers — using biomaterial to develop
artificial tissues to study how diseased cells behave. Their
findings will then be used to employ current therapies more
effectively and develop others that may prevent breast cancer
from spreading — and becoming deadly.
UMass A mherst researchers ask big questions in search of
the best answers. Your gift helps to make it happen.

Find out how you can support work like Shelly Peyton’s at
umass.edu/umassrising
*Assistant Professor Shelly Peyton received the Dr. Barry ’77MS, ’79PhD &
Mrs. Afsaneh Siadat Chemical Engineering Early Career Faculty Development Award.
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Around the Pond

Campaign Success

S

Literary Star
Writer Zadie
Smith, author of
the celebrated
novel White Teeth,
came to campus
to deliver the 2013
Troy Lecture.
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INCE ITS launch more than $223 million has been raised toward the $300
million fund-raising goal of UMass Rising: The Campaign for the University
of Massachusetts Amherst. As the campus’s year-long sesquicentennial celebration drew to a close, many benefactors stepped forward to support the campus.
One such generous donor, Melvin Howard ’57, is at the forefront of the
many advocates of the new seven-building Commonwealth Honors College
Residential Community, which opened in the fall (see feature story, p. 14.)
Howard, the retired vice chairman of Xerox Corp. and a longtime chair
of the Commonwealth Honors College Advisory Board, has now turned
that advocacy into philanthropic support with a generous $1 million gift
for Commonwealth Honors College. His commitment takes the form
of a combination of a cash gift and as part of his estate plan in a bequest.
Howard said, “A number of people had a dream to build a residential honors
community at UMass Amherst…that dream has now come true.”
Commonwealth Honors College has honored Mel Howard’s foresight and
his extraordinary dedication to both making the residential community a reality and supporting its success. Two classroom wings within the new complex will bear his name: Melvin Howard South Classroom Wing and Melvin
Howard East Classroom Wing. The wings are accessed via the upper courtyard of the complex, an area frequently traversed by honors students and others, and will ensure Howard’s UMass Amherst legacy for generations to come.

Fab Labs Ready for Research

T

HE MODERNITY of the Life Science Laboratories—the latest building to be completed on
the growing campus—is inspiring and its gleaming new equipment and energy-saving and safety
features are impressive. Its computerized air-quality monitoring, for example, is leaps and bounds
ahead of systems at older labs. But the most important breakthroughs in the new lab building
may take place in its break rooms, where scientists
from multiple disciplines meet.
The Life Science Laboratories, on the edge of
Orchard Hill, was designed to bring scientists together on both the social and intellectual fronts. Its
lab space is open and flexible and organized untraditionally around research teams and clusters,
The new Life Science Laboratories,
at left, built with interdisciplinary
research in mind.

rather than disciplines. The process of determining which researchers would occupy the building
was unconventional as well: UMass faculty were
asked to submit proposals for interdisciplinary research in order to obtain lab and office space.
The building, which has 310,000 square feet
of research space, was financed with $100 million
from the state and $56.5 million from the campus. Half of the Life Science Laboratories building
is now fitted-out and occupied. Phase two of the
building will be made ready for research soon, financed by a $95 million investment from the state.
An adjoining third lab building is planned.
The Life Science Laboratories is connected to
the Integrated Sciences Building, which opened
in 2009 for undergraduate teaching and research.
As Chancellor Kumble Subbaswamy said at the
November ribbon-cutting for the new building:
“UMass has never been so well equipped to advance excellence in research.”

Big Times for the Band
The Minuteman Marching Band brought their power and
class to New York City for their first appearance in the
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. Photo by John Solem.
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Monks prepare sand
for a ceremonial
mandala at the
Fine Arts Center.

Mandala Unfolding

T

Fair Games
Professor Emerita
Pat Griffin ’72G,
’80EdD, known as
the grandmother of
the LGBTQ social
justice in athletics
movement, gave a
campus talk on the
changing sports
climate for LGBTQ
athletes and
JOHN SOLEM

coaches.
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HE 20TH anniversary season of the Asian
Arts and Culture Program began with the
construction of a model universe: Tibetan lamas
from the Drepung Loseling Monastery designed,
poured, and shaped a sand mandala, a colorful
geometric diagram of the cosmos, in a process
of creation that took place over three days in the
lobby of the Fine Arts Center.
Like the mandala, the Asian Arts program has
been a sensation on campus. The program’s success and long life, as well as its evolution, is due to
two decades of careful cultivation, programming,
and planning.
The Fine Arts Center founded the Asian Arts
and Culture program in 1993 to give a consistent
presence to non-Western arts on campus. Ranjanaa Devi, the program’s director since its inception,
was presented with a citation in October by State
Senate Majority Leader Stan Rosenberg ’77, who
recognized the program and its director for “joyous and sustained presentations of arts of Asia and
the importance, excellence and unique quality that
continues to enrich and educate communities.”
The Asian Arts program prides itself on participatory, three-dimensional experiences: a Japanese matcha tea ceremony, a tour through India,
an excursion to the Newark Museum of Art to visit
its Buddhist altar consecrated by the Dalai Lama.
Even the performances it stages are immersive:
the thunderous percussion of the Japanese taiko
drum collective Yamato was spirited enough to get
an entire concert hall clapping in unison and roaring vigorously.
“We want to make people globally aware

through the live experience of seeing a show,”
says Devi, who also teaches classical Indian dance
through the Five Colleges. “Watching videos is a
tool, but it is not an experiential tool. Art brings
the humanity. Being present with artists and performers is very different from watching a video,”
she asserts. “It makes a real impression on you.”
Over the 20 years of the program’s existence,
the international profile of artists has increased,
and grants have become easier to secure. “The
program has exceeded the expectations that even I
had at the beginning,” says Devi. “It keeps unfolding, like a flower.” She points out that programming can change due to world events, politics, and
even our growing awareness of other countries
and cultures.
Devi sees the program as having an important
mission to raise awareness of Asian culture for
UMass students and their community: “I hope we
have made a change over 20 years.” She holds that
the education should extend long after the performance itself: after participating in an Asian Arts
program or event, “you can take that global awareness with you into everything you do in life.”
The mandala ceremony that began the 20th
anniversary season concluded with the lamas
dismantling the mandala and sweeping away the
colored sand that constituted it, to symbolize that
nothing is permanent. Devi keeps faith that the
program will continue to develop and transform
over the next decades of its existence. Programs, as
well as human ideas, are constantly evolving and
changing, adapting in response to the world and
leaving old forms behind. —Laura Marjorie Miller

Good Times at Homecoming
At right, Chancellor Subbaswamy
with Homecoming Queen Brittany
Turcotte ’15 and Homecoming
King Benjamin Richman ’15. Below:
Antonio’s Pizza traveled to Gillette
stadium for A Taste of UMass;
all aboard the downtown trolley;
the Iron Chef competition.

Coach Whipple
Returns
“Sometimes you need to go away to
find out where your home is,” said Mark
Whipple as he was introduced as the new
head coach of the Minuteman football
team in January. In his first tenure as
coach from 1998-2003 Whipple led the
Minutemen to an NCAA-1-AA National
Championship in his first season and made
two other postseason appearances. After

JOHN SOLEM

UMass Whipple went on to coach in the
NFL for the Steelers, Eagles, and Browns.
He will lead the Minutemen in their third
season of FBS play.
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What’s NORML, anyway?

V

The NORML collection
sheds light on
changing attitudes
toward marijuana
laws.
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ISITORS TO the headquarters of NORML
hoping for the reefer-infused hilarity of a
Cheech and Chong movie will be sorely disappointed. The 43-year-old National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws occupies a
buttoned-down suite at 1600 K Street in Washington, DC. Like most lobbyists’ offices, NORML
is crammed with computers, filing cabinets, energetic young aides, and propaganda. Staff work the
phones and keyboards, encircled by walls decked
in pot-themed gear, campaign posters, and fine art.
Thanks to Allen St. Pierre ’89, NORML’s executive director since 2005 and executive director of
the NORML Foundation since 1997, the archives
of the oldest and largest marijuana legalization organization in the country are now housed at the
UMass Amherst Libraries’ Special Collections and
University Archives.
“From the time
I started working at
NORML, I always saw
the records as a massive
untapped resource,” says
St. Pierre. He estimates
he has recorded more
than 30,000 radio, print,
and television interviews
on behalf of the organization since he came on
board in 1991. “My hope is that dutiful UMass grad
students will plow through thousands of emails and
reports to learn the genesis of the disputes and see
the mediation processes, and find out how and what
happened to end cannabis prohibition.”
The materials offer perspective on more than
four decades of grassroots advocacy for drug policy
reform. Like other social justice movements of our
time, such as LGBTQ rights and equal marriage,
the story of NORML, as documented in its records,
both affects and reflects changing public opinion.
The materials in the collection are highly varied: alongside early newsletters with titles such as
“The Leaflet” and “Potpourri,” students and researchers will find sobering hand-written notes
from people imprisoned on charges ranging
from possession of small amounts of cannabis
for medicinal use, to cultivating and selling large
amounts of pot. An item in the collection worthy
of special note, says St. Pierre, is a proof copy of
the history of NORML by its founder, attorney
Keith Stroup, which includes many details edited
out of the published version, It’s NORML to Smoke
Pot (High Times Press, 2012).

The NORML collection comes to UMass
Amherst Libraries at a defining moment in the
legalization movement. Twenty states, including
Massachusetts, have enacted laws to legalize
medical marijuana. Voters in Washington and
Colorado last year legalized the cultivation,
sale, and use of cannabis, leaving to those states’
tobacco and alcohol agencies the daunting task of
inventing, regulating, and taxing the country’s first
legal pot industry. St. Pierre admits it is gratifying
to see the tide turn in favor of legalization after
decades of personal and political toil. He quickly
adds that there is much work yet to be done, and
scores still to settle. For example, of the more than
three-quarters of a million arrests for marijuana
offenses made in the country every year, African
Americans are three times as likely to be arrested
for pot as whites, though
they are no more likely
to use it.
For those still craving a Cheech and Chong
moment, it so happens
that Tommy Chong is
on the NORML advisory board, as is actor
Woody Harrelson, musician Willie Nelson,
comedian Bill Maher,
and Nadine Strossen, president of the American
Civil Liberties Union. The involvement of such
high-profile activists brings added interest to the
collection.
St. Pierre and NORML will continue to work
with the library to secure kindred collections and
expand the depth of materials available to scholars
and researchers. Already the records of NORML
board member Lester Grinspoon—the pioneering Harvard psychiatrist who early on challenged
the medical establishment’s research on the harmful effects of marijuana—are housed alongside
NORML, in Special Collections. Other archives
are expected to follow, such as MassCann (the
Massachusetts chapter of NORML) and the campus’s own Cannabis Reform Coalition.
Plans call for a symposium to rally academic
and philanthropic support for the collection.
Donations will fund processing and cataloging
NORML and related collections, and underwrite
digitization of selected materials to make them
freely and openly accessible.
—Carol Connare
For more information on the NORML Records,
go to bit.ly/normlpapers.

Sharing the Fire
VEN IN a fast-paced sound-bitten era, a welltold story retains a timeless power to hold an
audience rapt and silent, awaiting the next twist or
turn of plot. So you can imagine that a gathering of
storytellers, all at the top of their craft, would exert
a mesmerizing spell indeed.
Such a gathering will happen when the League
for the Advancement of New England Storytelling, or LANES, holds its annual “Sharing the Fire”
conference at the Campus Center on March 28-30,
2014.
The conference, now in its 33rd year, will feature a Friday night story “slam” (a freeform, openmicrophone telling of personal stories) and performances of traditional folk tales that are the oral
inheritance of many generations and cultures,
all open to the public. Presentations and over 30
workshops will allow both professional and novice
storytellers to trade techniques.
Onawumi Jean Moss ’72G, associate dean
of students emeritus at Amherst College, will be
a keynote storyteller at the event. She relates her
solo performance to that of a jazz musician and
experiences her audience as a jazz ensemble: “It’s
luscious. When that energy happens, you know
you are connected. It’s fluid and lyrical. That traditional melodic kind of play is what the enchantment rides on. Every story connects and opens up
your story.”
The art of storytelling is finding its way into
many diverse areas, such as therapy, education,
business, and even adult entertainment. “People
are looking for that space to bring their stories,”
says Laura Lovett ’13, a middle-school English
teacher currently working in North Carolina
through Teach for America. Lovett sees a strong
future for storytelling in the younger, “spicier,”
night-clubby atmosphere of the story slam: “It
brings people out of isolation. When you are shar-

ing space, laughter, and sadness, in the same room,
it makes you connected.”
“There is a growth of awareness among adults
of the importance of story for personal and therapeutic purposes,” says Elissa Pearmain ’83, a licensed psychotherapist who employs storytelling
in her practice. “Story creates empathy as well as
cultural connection.”
Listening to stories also develops problemsolving and visualization skills. Pearmain admits
to worrying a bit about a new generation growing
up with primarily visual stimuli. Imagining the
action and details of stories in their minds’ eyes
allows students to develop visualization skills that
will serve them well later.
Above all, it is the sense of community that
draws storytellers and their listeners together
again and again. “There’s nothing like being in a
live setting where you are connecting with the energy of the storyteller and the people who are sitting around you,” exhorts Moss. “When you leave,
you think, ‘Don’t let me lose this!’” She extends an
invitation: “Come see us. We will not disappoint.”
—Laura Marjorie Miller
Information about the conference can be found
at www.lanes.org.

Be a Part of
Something Big!
#UMassGives
Give back
April 29
beginning
at noon.
Mark your
calendar.
umass.edu/
umassgives

Salute to Service
Alumni and friends gathered at the Boston Harbor Hotel to honor
alumni for public service. From left: Salute to Service award
winner Marshall G. Jones, ’72G, ’74PhD; Chancellor Kumble
Subbaswamy; Salute to Service award winner Patricia Reid
Ponte ’76; and legacy award winner Ken Feinberg '67, '02HON.

JAMES DAIGLE

E

Onawumi Jean Moss
’72G shares the fire of
oral storytelling.
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Sports Minutes

T

HE UMASS FIELD
HOCKEY TEAM

posted one of its best
seasons ever (19-6),
won its 14th Atlantic 10
Championship title, and
earned a berth in the
NCAA Elite Eight. The
10th-ranked Minutewomen defeated No. 7
Virginia 4-3 in overtime
in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament
before losing to No. 4
Duke 4-1 in the quarter
finals. Lauren Allymohamed ’15 and Alexa
Sikalis ’14 were named
All-Americans. Carla
Tagliente was the A-10
Coach of the Year for
the second consecutive
season, while Brooke
Sabia ’16 was named
the league’s Player of
the Year.

Dixon Celebrates “Teamness” and Title IX

T

HE MOST PERFECT late September day:
bright sunshine, no wind, and trees here and
there previewing the color show waiting in the
wings. The tennis courts behind the Mullins Center are full of cheerful alumni with one common
denominator: Judy Dixon. It is part of a reunion
celebrating her 20th anniversary as head coach,
and some 26 women and 22 men playing are former team members.
Old friends. Old flames. Someone calls out to
a new arrival, “Hey, Lindsey! I didn’t recognize
you.” On the bleachers one-year-old Teddy in his
mother’s lap and three-year-old Jack (who already
has a racket) watch their father play. And from the
sidelines Dixon reorganizes the teams. “Okay, line
up,” she says to the players at one break. “If you’re
losing your hair start at this end.”
Her 260-198 win-loss record at UMass is impressive and the Atlantic 10 has voted Dixon
Coach of the Year four times. The tennis team
began the 2014 spring semester after a strong fall
season, with wins over Providence and UConn.
But what members of Friends of UMass Tennis,
a booster group, especially admire is the respect,
support, and encouragement team members give
one another. Detecting that spirit of companionship, some players have said, is what sealed their
decision to attend UMass. Dixon, who steadfastly
fosters it, coined a word for that spirit: “teamness.”
So here’s a great coach and a great team. And
here’s a puzzle—when she was recruited some 22

years ago, at first she turned the job down.
Why?
Dixon was 10 years old and living in Montclair,
New Jersey, when she took her first tennis lessons
and fell in love with the game. Six years later her
coach was Doris Hart, a World No. 1 player who
had won Wimbledon’s singles, doubles, and mixed
doubles championships, all in the same day! In
August of 1966, when Dixon was 16, Hart told a
newspaper reporter, “She’s my protégé. She could
turn into a champion.”
She did. In 1967, a senior in high school, Dixon
was the girls National Junior Indoor Tennis champion. She was chosen as a Wimbledon doubles
partner by another World No. 1 tennis great, Billie
Jean King ’00H. They are friends to this day.
Dixon graduated from the University of Southern California in 1973 and played in the pros. Yale
University—where women students were first admitted in 1969—recruited her as coach for their
fledgling women’s tennis team.
Dixon’s inclination was to demur. At USC she
had experienced the ingrained discrimination
against women in varsity sports—to the extent
women’s varsity existed at all. For instance, the
school paid membership fees for the men’s team at
the Los Angeles Tennis Club. Female team members had to pay their own way. One day Dixon was
playing doubles with Louise Brough, winner of 13
Wimbledon titles, and two other women on the
club’s main court. All the other courts were free,
but when older male members arrived
they asked the women to move. Dixon
was stunned. Did they move? “Of course,”
Dixon said. “It was the rule.”
But in 1973 there was reason for hope.
Title IX—the law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex in any educational
program or activity receiving any federal
financial aid—had been passed a year earlier. Dixon accepted Yale’s offer.
Hope soon faded. Women still faced
discrimination in terms of salaries, responsibilities, funding support, equipment, and space allocation—e.g., one
court for 12 women, three courts for 12
men. Female players also endured indignities such as men cutting ahead of them in
lines to see trainers.
Doubles partners Billie Jean King ’00H
(left) and Judy Dixon in 1980.
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Billie Jean King and
Judy Dixon in 1975.

Stymied in her efforts to acquire parity for
women at Yale, in 1975 Dixon lodged a complaint
with the Office of Civil Rights, then filed a lawsuit
under Title IX—the first such suit against any university. As she later told a reporter at the New York
Times, she was “tired of fighting the establishment
and the administration.” She endured threats and
taunts, Yale demoted her, and she had to resign.
The week before their scheduled day in court, Yale
settled the case in her favor.
In the wake of Dixon’s action Yale doubled
the women’s athletic budget, improved salaries,
facilities and conditions for women coaches and,
by extension, athletes. She didn’t benefit from
the changes at Yale, but she won the gratitude of
countless women nationwide for her efforts to improve and expand women’s athletics.
Between leaving Yale and starting at UMass
Dixon explored a variety of sport-related professions, from promotion manager for a national
company to organizer of corporate tennis clinics.
Her foray into sports broadcasting—not only tennis, but basketball too—won accolades. Indeed,
Dixon was the first woman ever nominated for an
Emmy award in sports broadcasting.
Given her experience in New Haven, it’s not
surprising that she was reluctant to return to collegiate tennis when recruited by UMass. She agreed,
however, to a trial period.
More than two decades later, there were poignant and funny stories and great good spirit at

the reunion dinner. There were also wistful regrets
Coach Dixon and
expressed about the loss of the men’s tennis team,
Jessica Podlofsky ’14
which Dixon also coached, due to a budget cut in
at practice.
2002. Some had blamed Title IX for that loss—as if
it were the unfair blowback from a law specifically
designed to avoid discriminatory practices.
Dixon took the occasion of her 20th anniversary as head coach to reflect on the repercussions
of Title IX. “There are many more opportunities
for women athletes now and therefore the caliber
of player has increased,” she
says. “This makes the teams
stronger. Also there are now
women role models in sport
“There are many more
so more young girls are seeopportunities for women
ing this as an option and
becoming athletes. Since
athletes now and
self-esteem is a large part
of sport, you would have
therefore the caliber of
to assume that the law has
player has increased.”
helped young girls feel better about themselves. Title
—Judy Dixon
IX has also given young
girls opportunities to gain
scholarships, and therefore
a college education, in situations where it may have been impossible prior to
the law. It has also brought more women into the
coaching profession. Intercollegiate athletics has
been forever changed.”
—Nancy Frazier ’95G, ’04PhD
spring 2014
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Research Notebook

Bent Out of Shape

W

HETHER A man, a mouse, or a microbe,
stress is bad for you. Experiments in bacteria by molecular biologists in Peter Chien’s lab
at UMass Amherst, with others at MIT, have uncovered the mechanism that translates
stress, such as exposure to extreme temperature, into blocked cell growth.
It turns out that stressful conditions
cause some proteins to be literally bent
out of shape, or misfolded, and they stop
working, says Chien. “You might think
of this as microbial temper tantrums.
Bacteria deal with stress by destroying
proteins. Specifically we’ve shown that
certain kinds of bacteria respond to high temperatures by destroying proteins needed for DNA replication. Therefore, they stop growing. The signal
for this destruction turned out to be the buildup of
proteins that were misfolded because of the stress.”
Chien says, “Stress and protein misfolding are a
universal part of life, so understanding how simple
bacteria deal with this kind of stress will help us
understand how our cells do as well.”

At Apple’s Core

K

EY COMPONENTS of Apple’s newest operating system, Mavericks, are based on the research of computer science researchers and longtime friends Emery Berger of UMass Amherst and
Scott Kaplan of Amherst College.
Berger’s algorithm adopted by Apple manages
memory resources in a way that lets the computer
make decisions faster. “It also extends battery life
because it spends less power to do the same job,”
Berger notes. The new compressed memory feature in Mavericks is directly based on Kaplan’s
research. This, too, makes applications run faster
and extends battery life.
Berger and Kaplan began collaborating as graduate students on ways to make computers more

Battling Dengue Fever

D

ENGUE FEVER, a mosquito-transmitted viral infection, sickens
5 percent of the world’s population each year. Research led

by biostatistician Nicholas Reich could help develop a vaccination
strategy against this deadly global disease.
Reich and a team of international researchers developed a new
statistical model that they applied to 40 years of dengue fever
incidence in Thailand to figure out that after an initial dengue
infection, a person is protected from infection with other strains for
between one and three years. “This dataset from Bangkok is unique,”
says Reich. “It provided us with a unique opportunity to analyze longterm disease patterns in ways that we are not able to with datasets
of shorter duration.”
Now that there is evidence of short-term cross-protection from
dengue, researchers can better understand the spread of the disease
and evaluate vaccine effectiveness.
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efficient and more responsive. Their research has
been used in other products, but Mavericks is the
first that includes algorithms by both researchers.
“It’s nice to see our algorithms working together as
well as we do,” Kaplan said.

Zzzzzs for Memories

A

NY PRESCHOOL teacher could tell you that
daytime naps help young children, but there
was no concrete evidence to support the usefulness of naps before a recent study by research psychologist Rebecca Spencer. Spencer’s team found
that classroom naps support learning in preschool
children by enhancing memory.
Spencer and colleagues taught preschoolers a
memory game in the mornings and tested their recall with and without naps. Children who napped
performed significantly better in the afternoon after a nap and the next day than those who did not.
“Children should not only
be given the opportunity,
they should be encouraged to sleep by creating an environment
which supports sleep,”
Spencer says.

Study in Harmony

A

NEW study by psychology researchers suggests that whether parents are gay, lesbian, or
straight, how well they work together as a couple
and support each other in parenting is linked to
fewer behavior problems among their adopted
children and is more important than their sexual
orientation.
Rachel H. Farr, who led the study of 104 families headed by gay, lesbian, and heterosexual partners, says, “While actual divisions of childcare
tasks such as feeding, dressing, and taking time to
play with kids were unrelated to children’s adjustment, it was the parents who were most satisfied
with their arrangements with each other who had
children with fewer behavior problems, such as
acting out or showing aggressive behavior.”
She adds, “It appears that while children are
not affected by how parents divide childcare tasks,
it definitely does matter how harmonious the parents’ relationships are with each other.” The best

predictor of child behavior problems was competition between the parents and dissatisfaction with
childcare labor divisions, which were not related
to parents’ sexual orientation.

Better IVF

C

ONDUCTING EXPERIMENTS with mouse
sperm, international researchers, including
reproductive biologist Pablo Visconti, of the Department of Veterinary & Animal Sciences, have
made discoveries that may one day improve success rates of in vitro fertilization and could eventually lead to a male contraceptive.
The researchers have advanced the understanding of the process of sperm capacitation—
how sperm acquire the ability to fertilize an egg.
In one study, researchers used the chemical calcium ionophore to provide an in vitro shortcut.
They discovered that when they washed the excess
chemical away the fertilization process resumed
normally. Ionophore-treated sperm fertilized 80
percent of eggs, which developed into normal offspring. “This shortcut may address many of the
difficult situations we encounter in IVF, in many
species,” Visconti said.

Oil, Water, and
Nanoparticles

N

EXT TIME you whip up a salad
dressing, think of doctoral student Mengmeng Cui ’12G, whose
acute observational skills led her to discover how to kinetically trap and control one liquid within another, locking
and separating them in a stable system
over long periods, with the ability to
tailor and manipulate the shapes and
flow characteristics of each.
Working in the polymer science and
engineering lab of her advisor, Thomas
Russell ’74, ’76G, ’79PhD, Cui noticed something
unusual while experimenting with jamming phenomena and kinetically trapped materials. Cui,
Russell, and synthetic chemist Todd Emrick investigated the phenomenon further and reported
their findings in a recent issue of Science.
The ability to generate and stabilize liquids
with a prescribed shape holds promise for a wide
range of applications, including in drug delivery,
biosensing, fluidics, photovoltaics, and beyond.
spring 2014
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Open for
Learning
By Patricia Sullivan
Photos by John Solem
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“Body, Mind, and Soul,”

The new Commonwealth Honors College Residential
Community—open in layout, open in concept.
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Commonwealth Honors College
Assistant Professor Patricia Gorman writes on the whiteboard of 225 Elm as students set their
water bottles and laptops on a long table for the seminar “Ideas
That Change the World.” She’s reminding them of Gandhi’s belief that education is “an all-round drawing out of the best in
child and man—body, mind, and soul.”

Drawing out the best in UMass Amherst students is precisely the purpose of the Commonwealth Honors College
Residential Community—seven new buildings that have
transformed the campus and will transform honors education at UMass Amherst. UMass has had a campus-wide honors program since 1960 and the honors college was established in 1999, but the new buildings mark the start of a new
era for the 3,000-student Commonwealth Honors College.
In fact, at a cost of $192 million, the complex is the largest
capital project in campus history. The buildings are already
bringing the honors college greater prestige and—as manifested by their enthusiastic comments and a visible boom in
UMass hoodies—making honors students proud.
The sleek new multi-story buildings on Commonwealth
Avenue across from the Mullins Center have been home to
honors students since Labor Day weekend. They are an accomplished group: the 623 students who entered CHC in
the fall had average critical reading and math SAT scores of
1356, high school GPAs of 4.21, and were in the top 4 percent
of their high school classes.
The first semester of the new community was a time for
questions, starting with the practical: How will we move in
1,500 residents, their futons, and fridges? But the most pertinent questions were tougher: How can we provide an intellectually challenging honors curriculum for the 21st century?
How do we increase diversity in Commonwealth Honors College? How will we encourage connections among students?
Daniel Gordon, interim dean of Commonwealth Honors
College, grapples with these issues in his office in the new
headquarters of the college’s administrators, faculty, and advisors, in the heart of the CHCRC. From his desk he can see
into residence halls in nearby Oak House and Maple House.
The cluster of buildings gives faculty and staff “a much more
vibrant relationship to our student body,” Gordon says. “Students are making greater use of the Bloom Honors Advising
Center because it’s next to where they live. We’re seeing higher attendance at special events such as Pizza and Prof night.”
And the residence halls are drawing honors students closer.
Says Gordon, “When honors students live together they can
keep the discussions they had in class alive and have ongoing
exchanges of big ideas.”
Last semester, as the new buildings turned the honors
college from an academic concept into brick-and-limestone
reality, the foremost question on Gordon’s mind was: How

do we ensure that this community is as inclusive as possible
in relation to the rest of the UMass Amherst campus? “This
wasn’t a large issue when Commonwealth Honors College was
perceived as a list of requirements,” Gordon says. Others on
campus, including some faculty members, shared his concern.
To avoid secluding the honors college, the CHCRC was
designed to pull in students from all across campus. A wide
brick walkway through the center of the complex is a direct
route between the Recreation Center and the Southwest Residential Area. Students, faculty, and staff from all over stop
for a meal or a latte at the new Roots Café—the only 24-hour
eatery on campus. Many activities in the 300-seat CHCRC
Events Hall are open to the entire campus community.
While its modernity sets it apart, the CHCRC does not
stand alone. Twenty-five percent of the courses held in Elm’s
seminar-style classrooms are not honors courses; honors
students attend most of their classes elsewhere on campus
and they leave the complex for dining hall meals; students at
large are welcome in many honors classes.
In addition to its open layout, Commonwealth Honors College is open in concept. For the most part, students
not admitted in their first year can study their way in with
strong grades. Some high-achieving UMass Amherst students choose not to be part of the honors college, and CHC
students can opt to live in residence halls outside the honors
community or off campus. It’s all in step with the fluid, eclectic character of UMass, says Gordon.
And, he argues, providing a top-tier honors education
is also in step with the mission of the state’s flagship public
university. “High performing high school students and their
parents should see public institutions as places that can challenge outstanding students. Otherwise, these students and
parents have no choice but to attend private colleges. And
that’s not equal in my book. It’s precisely because we are public that we need an honors college.”
In his role as professor of history and associate dean of
CHC, Gordon oversaw the design of the required “Ideas
That Change the World” interdisciplinary seminar, which
currently includes works by Plato, Gandhi, Rachel Carson,
and Orson Welles. The course is intended to inspire students.
Today, as interim dean of Commonwealth Honors College,
Gordon echoes Gandhi’s ideas about education for the body,
mind, and soul when he says, “It’s important to me that the
students relate to these new buildings not just as a set of creature comforts, but as a learning center, a place where they
will be challenged. It’s on the cutting edge of what we want to
achieve on campus as a whole—integrating social and academic life for all UMass students.”
spring 2014
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First-year students Marni Burk (left)
of Tiverton, Rhode Island, and Julia
Schnabel of Wrentham, Mass., who
share a double in Sycamore House, were
matched randomly. Already they have
the teasing rapport of longtime friends:
“We have a lot of the same clothes,” says
Marni. “We get along well because I’m
willing to put up with her,” says Julia.

Tree House Life
First-year students
live in Oak House and Sycamore
House, most in traditional doubles with
a central corridor and shared bathrooms at
the ends of the hall. Sophomores, juniors, and
seniors live in Birch, Maple, Elm, and Linden,
in either suites or apartments. Many CHCRC
rooms have breathtaking views of the
Holyoke Range, and all have carpet,
air-conditioning, large windows,
and energy-saving features.

Paul Travers (left), a biochemistry
and molecular biology major
from Staten Island, New York,
and chemical engineering major
Owen O’Connor from Raynham,
Mass., at home in their double in
Sycamore House. The first-year
roommates found one another
through Facebook and decided
to room together because of their
many shared interests: sports;
math and science; rap, rock,
and EDM music. “I love living
here because it’s so close to the
library and gym,” says Owen.
“And everyone is so academically
motivated you can always get all
the help you want. We’re already
thinking about a suite for
next year.”
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Jordan Greenberg ’16 (left) and Colette
Kramer ’16 are roommates in a fourperson suite in Maple House. Jordan, a
biochemistry major from Sharon, Mass.,
built a model of her favorite molecule,
cyclohexane, for her organic chemistry
class. “It’s a beautiful ring,” said her
roommate, a biology major. “I’m always
impressed with how quickly you build it.”

Roots Café lives up to its billing as a campus center for
intellectual sociability. On a recent afternoon, Amanda Rysling,
a graduate student in linguistics, bought senior linguistics major
Matthew DuPont sweet potato fries to thank him for helping run a pilot
version of an experiment involving the production of nonsense words. At a nearby table,
Emma Anderson ’15, a resident of Elm House, shut out the distractions of the café to
complete her syntax homework while she grabbed pizza between classes.

Honoring Honors Supporters

S

PECIAL AREAS of the Commonwealth Honors College Residential
Community bear the names of supporters who helped make it possible.
Melvin Howard South Classroom
Wing and Melvin Howard East
Classroom Wing
Two classroom wings are named for
Melvin Howard ’57, founding chair of the
Commonwealth Honors College Advisory
Board, in honor of his involvement and
his $1 million commitment to the Commonwealth Honors College Residential
Community.
Bloom Honors Advising Center
Peter Bloom ’78 and Denise Bloom ’79
are longstanding supporters of UMass
Amherst. “How can you not want to give
back to a place that supports such a
strong caliber of students?” asks Peter
Bloom. The Blooms committed $500,000
to Commonwealth Honors College.

Louis & Hilda Greenbaum Gallery and
Louis S. Greenbaum Classroom
The CHCRC Gallery and Classroom 301
are named in honor of Louis and Hilda
Greenbaum who donated $250,000 to
Commonwealth Honors College. Professor Emeritus of History Louis Greenbaum
co-founded the UMass Amherst Honors Program with Professor of History
Howard Quint, and served as its first
director from 1960 to 1963. “We started
honors education at UMass with nothing
and now we are entering a joyous future,”
Greenbaum says.
Aaron and Irma Spencer Classroom
Aaron D. Spencer has been called the
godfather of Commonwealth Honors College. He championed the creation of the
college while serving on the Massachusetts Board of Higher Education. Aaron

and Irma Spencer have given $100,000
to CHC; Classroom 226 is named in their
honor.
Priscilla M. Clarkson Plaza
Funds are being raised to name the main
plaza in the Commonwealth Honors College Residential Community in honor of
Priscilla M. Clarkson ’69, ’73G, ’77PhD, a
Distinguished Professor of Kinesiology, in
honor of her accomplishments as Dean of
Commonwealth Honors College and her
36-year career as a scientist. The department of kinesiology is also raising funds
for a graduate endowment in her name.
In addition, the Commonwealth Honors
College Advisory Board has pledged 100
percent participation in the UMass Rising
Campaign in support of Commonwealth
Honors College.

To support Commonwealth Honors College: www.honors.umass.edu/alumni/building
spring 2014
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The glass walls of the classrooms, residence hall lounges, and Events Hall (above) foster sociability.
The Commonwealth Honors College Residential Community was designed by celebrated architects
William Rawn Associates of Boston, who have designed Boston’s W Hotel, the Ozawa Hall at Tanglewood,
and residence halls for Bates, Berklee, Bowdoin, and Brandeis—to name just the B’s.

Katie Callahan ’14 (left) consults with advisor
Delsey Thomas ’90G at the Bloom Honors
Advising Center. Katie was in “countdown time,”
applying to 10 graduate schools for biochemistry.
Advisors report that students drop in more
frequently at their new site, with questions,
problems, or just to check in.
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Clarkson’s Legacy

© ROBERT BENSON PHOTOGRAPHY

A

The CHCRC’s nine seminar-style
classrooms are used for both honors
and general courses and as meeting
spaces for student groups.

S A DISTINGUISHED professor and
nationally recognized kinesiology
researcher, the late Priscilla M.
Clarkson ’69, ’73G, ’77PhD understood
the value of rigorous and comprehensive
academics. In her seven-year tenure
as dean of
Commonwealth
Honors College,
she waged a highenergy campaign
to strengthen
the honors
curriculum.
Speaking at
Clarkson’s packed
October 3 memorial service at the
CHC Events Hall,
Provost James
Staros listed the
many ways Clarkson influenced
honors education.
“This world-class
residential honors college will stand as a
lasting tribute to her,” he said.
Staros said Clarkson had a vision of
forging new partnerships across academic areas. The dual-hiring program
she implemented created positions for
faculty members who serve both the
honors college and an academic department. “She understood how this program
adds strategically to the campus’s tenuretrack faculty and deepens the campus’s
research and teaching strengths, while
adding to the educational depth made
available to honors college students,” Staros said. Since 2011, 15 faculty members,
in disciplines ranging from economics to
theater, have been hired in dual positions.
Clarkson’s lasting impact on CHC
further rests with the design of the Commonwealth Honors College Residential
Community; she worked closely with
the architects and Executive Director of
Housing and Residence Life Eddie Hull
to ensure that the new community is
connected physically and socially to the
greater campus. In addition, her dedication to CHC’s inclusivity extended to
flexible admissions policies. For instance,
students who are not admitted to CHC
in their first year may be accepted as
upper-division students after earning
strong grades.
spring 2014
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BIRTH

OF A
TELESCOPE
S PAC E E X P LO R AT I O N T H E UM A S S WAY

JAMES LOWENTHAL/FIVE COLLEGE ASTRONOMY DEPARTMENT

By Judith B. Cameron ’75
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A

S THE WORLD’S OLDEST SCIENCE, astronomy has long fired the imaginations of those
seeking answers to existential questions
about our origins. From the observations
of the ancient Mayans and Chinese, who
laid the foundations of astronomy, to today’s space explorers, scientists are much closer to deciphering the mysteries of the universe. On the frontiers of discovery
are UMass Amherst astronomers, who this summer commissioned the Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT), in Mexico, the
biggest millimeter-wave telescope ever built.
The LMT, a radio telescope that can detect electromagnetic
radiation from objects far away, is a high-precision time machine that observes and makes images of galaxies born billions
of years ago, providing insight into the birth and evolution of
the universe. “The LMT is a bridge to our understanding of the
universe,” says Grant Wilson, a professor of astronomy who
designed and built the telescope’s sophisticated camera system.
The commissioning of the telescope, a joint venture between
UMass and Mexico’s National Institute of Astrophysics, Optics
and Electronics, is the realization of an idea that began percolating in the late 1980s: build a one-of-a-kind telescope that

uses high-frequency radio astronomy to create new knowledge
and expand UMass Amherst’s international reputation.
The telescope is nearly as tall as the 16-story Lederle Graduate Research Tower. It cost $200 million to build; most of the
funding came from Mexico while UMass provided significant
parts of the project’s brain trust. The binational project produced the largest and most complex scientific instrument ever
constructed in Mexico. Its sits atop the country’s fifth-highest
peak, Sierra Negra, a 15,000-foot high inactive volcano 150
miles east of Mexico City. The location provides ideal conditions for large millimeter wavelength telescopes—low humidity and good vantage points with views of both southern and
northern skies. The telescope will be able to create maps of distant objects, thereby revealing thousands of new galaxies.
“This instrument makes UMass Amherst a big-time player
internationally. It’s been gratifying to see it come on line,” says
F. Peter Schloerb, a professor of astronomy, who has worked
tirelessly to secure UMass’s portion of funds and managed unforeseen challenges that delayed construction.
Last summer the astronomers conducted the first official
scientific studies using the telescope. The LMT team received
35 study proposals, representing 146 scientists from 57 insti-

“This instrument makes UMass Amherst
a big-time player internationally. It’s been
gratifying to see it come on line.”

JAMES LOWENTHAL/FIVE COLLEGE ASTRONOMY DEPARTMENT

–F. Peter Schloerb, professor of astronomy
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The LMT stands on a mountaintop 150 miles east of Mexico City.

tutions in 12 countries. “More would have been submitted
but we discouraged them for our maiden observations,” says
Schloerb. A second round of studies from different proposals
was undertaken in December. “Once we establish and report
on the LMT’s level of precision, which is excellent, I think people are going to beat a path to our door to get time on it for their
own projects,” notes Schloerb.
The maiden observations of the LMT paved the way for
another milestone when UMass joined an international experiment to demonstrate the LMT’s ability to make joint observations with an array of radio telescopes operated by the US National Radio Astronomy Observatory. The test was successful,
and the LMT is now ready to be part of the team that plans to
take the first image of the black hole at the center of the Milky
Way later this year. “Nobody has been able to take a picture of
the black hole before, so this was an important achievement,”
notes Schloerb.
The LMT can see objects such as black holes that are invisible to other ground-based telescopes and to spacecraft, which
can only observe objects in gamma rays, X-rays, and ultraviolet
or infrared light. The combination of the large dish, the excellent environmental conditions at the site, and the world-class
instrumentation is what makes the LMT a unique research instrument. “We can see the earliest objects with the LMT and
that is the real beauty of the telescope,” says Wilson, who joined
the astronomy department in 2000 to help build the telescope’s
camera system, a feat of engineering wonder. For instance, the
camera equipment contains 144 detectors that must be cooled
to .25 degrees above absolute zero to guarantee precise images.
Wilson is now working on a second-generation optical system
that will employ 7,000 detectors. He and his graduate students
work in a small laboratory machine shop in Lederle where they
build equipment destined to uncover new knowledge.
The LMT is the envy of many college astronomy departments. “Having access to a big telescope attracts good students
and faculty who will publish research that will generate a lot
of excitement,” says Schloerb. The UMass Amherst department of astronomy has a long history of building telescopes. Its
first radio astronomy observatory was erected in 1969 near the
Quabbin Reservoir.

Over the years, the astronomy faculty has advanced the study
of cosmology by making several contributions, including building other telescopes and cocreating computer programs that
make it possible to analyze the massive amounts of data that
result from space exploration. For example, Mauro Giavalisco,
a member of the astronomy department, and others developed
a new technique which enabled NASA’s orbiting Hubble Space
Telescope to recently identify the most distant and earliest
galaxy ever detected. With 14 tenure-track and three research
faculty members, the astronomy department is ranked 17th
nationally in receiving grant funding. Four faculty members
are listed as among the
most-cited space scientists, according to the ISI
Web of Knowledge.
For PhD students,
the LMT offers handson experience, counter
to trends of “remote observing” where images
and data are collected on
site and sent to desktops
for further study. Funded by a gift from astronomy alumnus William B.
PhD student Allison Kirkpatrick Bannick ’70 for graduate
students to travel to Mexico, PhD candidate Allison Kirkpatrick visited Sierra Negra last
summer, where she operated the LMT’s control panel, moved
the telescope, and amassed data. “Most graduate students don’t
get to work this closely with a telescope,” explains Kirkpatrick,
who hopes to work as a research professor after she earns her
PhD in 2016.
Kirkpatrick, who studies galaxies that originated from three
billion years after the Big Bang, adds, “It is really exciting to be
at the birth of a telescope and watch it get data for the first time.”
Thus far, she has learned that galaxies formed in the early part
of the universe look different from younger galaxies. She says,
“Ultimately, we want to understand how the Milky Way became
what it is and how life formed on our planet.”
spring 2014
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Mentoring andWriting

Jay Neugeboren’s Artistic Family Tree

By Laura Marjorie Miller
Photos by John Solem

W

HEN YOU visit retired creative writing
professor Jay Neugeboren at his sunlit New
York City apartment, one of the first things
he will show you is an entire bookshelf
filled with books by his students. Many are
inscribed to him by their authors in passionate gratitude. He
features in their acknowledgments like a line of descent.

The author of eighteen books of his own to date, including two novels published in 2013, and another, Max Baer and
the Star of David, coming out this year, Neugeboren has a
dossier that reads like the coffee table of your most educated
friend. He has been published in Atlantic Monthly, Tikkun,
GQ, The New York Times, Newsweek, and The New York Review of Books.
Many writers have impressive bodies of work. But it is
Neugeboren’s ability to cultivate the talents of others that
makes him a superconductor of talent. Over his 30 years at
UMass Amherst, from 1971 to 2001, he mentored a Who’s
Who of American writers in both fiction and nonfiction.
Bret Lott ’84G, catapulted to fame by Oprah’s Book Club.
Crime novelists Domenic Stansberry ’85G and Lou Berney ’91G. National Book Award finalist Susan Straight
’84G. Chinese counterrevolutionary and novelist Xiaoda
Xiao ’95G. Holly Robinson ’84G, an award-winning journalist whose novel The Wishing Hill has just been published
by Penguin. Douglas Whynott ’77, ’85G, who writes about
migratory commercial beekeepers, bluefin tuna fisheries,
and boatyards in Maine. Valerie Martin ’74G, who specializes in historical fiction and wrote Mary Reilly.
Many of these students have gone on to be professors of
creative writing in their own right, adding their individual
expertise to Neugeboren’s practices to create a vital lineage.
Creative writing often coexists awkwardly with academic
studies of literature in university English departments: one
discipline committed to the creation of texts as art, the other
to their breaking down and analysis. Also different from the

Over his 30 years at UMass Amherst, from 1971 to 2001,
Jay Neugeboren mentored a Who’s Who of American
writers in both fiction and nonfiction.

hierarchical structure of the academy is the way writing is
imparted: as a craft, in practice, from preceptor to student. “I
think of myself more as a coach,” says Neugeboren.
Of his own mentors, Neugeboren says, “They did what
any good coach does.” While an undergraduate at Columbia, Neugeboren finished two novels while studying under
Charles Van Doren and critic Richard Chase, with whom he
did an independent study as a senior. He took his first formal
workshops with William E. Wilson at Indiana University,
where he earned his master’s degree.
Neugeboren came from SUNY Old Westbury to teach at
UMass, and eventually became director of its then-fledgling
MFA program, now called the Master of Fine Arts Program
for Poets and Writers, for five years. During his tenure the program doubled its faculty. Although Neugeboren did not study
in a traditional MFA program, he lauds its benefit to students
of being “in a community of writers who care about writing.”
“You have got to give yourself permission to be a writer,” Neugeboren says. “Flannery O’Connor called it a ‘habit
of being.’” But “habit” here is the operative word. Becoming
and remaining a writer, and improving as a writer, takes unswerving, determined practice.
Far from abstract flights of theory, most of Neugeboren’s
advice is almost prosaic. “You start by eliminating the things
you’re not going to write about,” he says. “You set aside the
time. No bills. No phone. You’ve got to be a little bit ruthless.
The routine becomes a condition of your survival.”
He is, above all, a champion of hard work. “During our
first workshop, many of the students were, like me, new to
the MFA program and to the demands of teaching,” recalls
memoir and experimental writer Patti Horvath ’01G, who
now teaches at Hofstra. “We began discussing the difficulty
of balancing our teaching responsibilities with our need
to write. Jay’s advice was deceptively simple: ‘Do your own
work first. Do it early, when your mind is fresh and you’re
alert. You need all of your brain to be active if you’re going to
write.’ He then told us that there is very likely a circle in hell
where writers who neglected their own work spend eternity
grading freshman composition papers. Since then I’ve done
what I can to avoid that particular place.”
Neugeboren taught his students perseverance in the face
of rejection. “When you’re a writer, you’re going to fail more
spring 2014
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than you succeed. Jay, who loved to use basketball metaphors
when talking about writing, always told me that you just have
to keep shooting,” observes Nicholas Montemarano ’00G,
whose new novel, The Book of Why, was published in 2013.
“You may miss over and over, but eventually the ball will go
in. Jay is still shooting…. He has an incredible work ethic,
and I’ve always been inspired by that.”
“I vividly remember the first time Jay showed me his
submissions sheet,” says Holly Robinson, “which charted every short story and where he had sent it, and how he would
send the stories out again immediately, the instant they were
rejected until those stories found a home.” This matter-offactness encouraged her: “Because Jay approached the craft
of writing as something that could be mastered, we all felt
encouraged to master it ourselves, especially because he was
always there to shore us up and tell us that every writer experiences rejections and crises in confidence… which inspired
us to successfully stick it out until the day we finally received
acceptance letters.”

In addition to perseverance, their mentor also instilled a
certain mercilessness toward one’s own product in his students, training them to scythe what doesn’t work to make
room for what does to flourish. “You tell the writer what
works, what did you like and why,” he says. “You teach them
to take what is good and do more of that.”
“My first workshop with Jay was revelatory,” recalls Lou
Berney, author of Whiplash River. “He taught me how to
write a sentence and how to cut a sentence, two of the most
critical skills one writer can pass on to another. He was utterly, wonderfully ruthless when it came to words and the story
on the page. I remember revising a story for Jay, and then
revising it again, and then finally getting it back from him
with one last comment: ‘Great! Cut seven pages and send it
out!’ Which remains, I think, the best note on my work I’ve
ever received.”
Montemarano appreciates Neugeboren’s tough love:
“Whenever I start to whine that my writing isn’t going well or
something I’ve written hasn’t received the reception I would

“Publish Like Crazy”
In its golden anniversary year, one of the oldest MFA
writing programs in America fosters the future of
creative writing.

F

OR TWO GENERATIONS, the Master of Fine Arts program
in creative writing at UMass Amherst has nurtured the next
generation of writers, and the program continues to prosper.
Officially known as the MFA Program for Poets and Writers, it is
a seedbed for talent, sponsoring the Juniper Institute for Young
Writers and the Live Lit local reading series, and publishing the
poetry magazine jubilat and the online journal Route 9.
The program will commemorate its 50th with a series of
readings and special gatherings through the year, culminating in
a huge weekend birthday celebration on March 28 and 29 that
will include, in addition to readings, a book fair, timeline exhibit,
live music, and storytelling.
Public land-grant universities like UMass were the first
institutions to start and nurture creative writing programs,
explains program director Dara Wier. When Poets and Writers
was founded in 1963, the landscape for MFA programs was still
largely barren. That situation has seen a significant reversal:
“There were 40 MFA programs in the country 30 to 40 years
ago,” says Wier, who has been with the program since 1986.
“There are over 400 now.” In an era when many universities are
downsizing humanities programs, MFA programs are flourishing.
Even among hundreds of peers, the Program for Poets and
Writers, whose alumni include current Poet Laureate of the
United States, Natasha Trethewey ’95G, and Oprah’s Book
Club chosen author Bret Lott ’84G, maintains a distinct character of aesthetic diversity. “We really honor the path of the
individual artist,” says Wier.
“We don’t force people to write a certain way,” agrees poet
and Distinguished University Professor James Tate, who has
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been part of the program since 1971. “We offer more latitude of
possibility.”
Another characteristic of the program is that its graduates, in
the words of Wier, “publish like crazy,” eagerly taking advantage
of the ever-diversifying landscape of small presses, often artistowned, and multiplying prodigiously outside of the contracting
shadow of the large publishing houses. Even as the New York
publishing world has shrunk, the number of opportunities to be
published has exploded.
“I honestly believe the small presses are almost as important
as the big presses now,” says Tate. “They are incredibly rich
right now, and many are quite good. They are treated equally
with the big presses in the New York Times Book Review. It has
changed so much in the last twenty years. It is so different from
when I was young, when you were expected to approach the big
houses.”
One of the strengths of Poets and Writers, according to
Wier, is that it trains its graduates to apply the creativity that
fuels their art to make their way in a work world outside of the
academy, and “take control of their own destiny as artists.”
Even for a discipline as autonomous and self-driven as
writing, the formal rigor of a course of MFA study has benefits.
“There is a concentration of artistic talent that speeds up
your thoughts about your skills, and gives you direction and an
intensely dedicated audience at a time in your career when an
audience is hard to come by,” says Wier. “There are also the
friends that you make while you are here. The people you work
with are invested in how you are doing.”
For information about the Poets and Writers birthday
celebration email: mfaforpoetsandwriters@hfa.umass.edu
or go to the Facebook page:
UMassMFAProgramforPoetsandWriters50thCelebration.

have liked, I remember Jay telling me: ‘No one asked you to
become a writer. No one made you do this. And once you
decided to do it, no one guaranteed that anything you ever
wrote would be published.’ That was Jay’s nice way of saying,
‘Hey, if you’re a writer, write. Don’t worry about the rest of it.’”
Perhaps being ruthless is what leaves room for Neugeboren’s prodigious munificence. “Jay is incredibly generous,
opening his home to MFA students, attending our readings,
celebrating our successes, and giving of his time outside the
classroom,” says Horvath.
“I think when you’re in college you hope that one professor will come along and change your life, make it possible
to realize your dream,” reflects Whynott, now a professor at
Emerson College. “Jay Neugeboren was that professor for
me. He is a very special man and an extraordinary mentor. I
would not be where I am today without him.”
It can be humbling to think of the many creations that
simply might not exist if the right teacher were not present
at just the right time in a student’s life. “If it hadn’t been for
Jay, I would have quit writing rather than persisting in following my passion,” confides Robinson, who now has three
novels and numerous nonfiction publications to her credit.
Kate Southwood ’98G, whose novel Falling to Earth (Europa,
2013) was recently positively reviewed in The New York Times,
attests: “I can say with gratitude and deep respect that I wrote
and published my novel in part because Jay was my mentor.”
“You can’t give anyone talent,” says Neugeboren. “But you
can teach them a work ethic. The ability to stay the course,
and how to take criticism.” However they may come by them,
Neugeboren says, it is important for young writers to have
mentors: “It saves people time. It’s like a good music teacher

“You can’t give anyone talent,”
says Neugeboren.
“But you can teach them a work ethic.”

Neugeboren at home
in New York City.

who can identify an area that needs strengthening and say,
‘You need to do more scales.’”
To call Neugeboren retired is a technicality. Not a day
goes by when he doesn’t receive a call or letter from a former student. “Jay hasn’t been my teacher for years now,” says
Southwood. “But he’s never stopped being my mentor.” His
students send him manuscripts to read and dedicate books
to him. And they have drinks with him, having metamorphosed from workshop students into a family of peers and
friends.
“Just this week Jay read my new novel and wrote to me to
say the kindest things about it. That really does matter,” says
Montemarano.
Says Robinson: “We believe in ourselves because he believed in us.”
spring 2014
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Digital

Revolution

Fueled by UMass Amherst
Computer Scientists

C

an’t imagine life without
Google? Endorse smart tutors
that help students achieve

academic success? Thrilled with the longer
battery life on your Apple computer?
Give a shout-out to computer scientists
at UMass Amherst.
For the last five decades, computer science faculty members
have been on the frontier of the digital revolution. Today they
continue to be leaders, applying artificial intelligence, realtime data analysis, machine learning, mobile computing, and
security solutions to some of the most vexing problems in our
world—everything from saving lives by reducing medical errors to fighting child exploitation.
Fifty years after its founding, the UMass Amherst School of
Computer Science has produced enough breakthroughs to have
earned a worldwide reputation and a secure place in computer
science history. Its prescient faculty pride themselves on their
interdisciplinary research and a cooperative culture that they
say spurs innovation.
In 1963, the nascent computer science department shared
basement quarters with electrical engineering. “At the time I
don’t think people knew what computer science was going to
do,” recalls Allen Hanson, who became affiliated with the department in 1968, a faculty member in 1978, and retired in
2008. Early on, the department struggled for resources. “It took
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forever to get a closet in which we would then put a person,” says
Lori A. Clarke, who arrived at UMass Amherst in 1975 and is
now the computer science chair.
As its faculty gained groundbreaking expertise in such areas
as artificial intelligence, computer vision, robotics, and information retrieval, the department grew. In 1999 it moved from
Lederle Graduate Research Center into its own three-story
glass-and-steel building. In 2012 the department officially became the School of Computer Science and began offering different kinds of degrees and strengthening its interdisciplinary
ties. Today it boasts 42 faculty members and last year it attracted
$17.8 million in research funds, among the largest of any single
department. The school is ranked 20th by U.S. News & World
Report and eighth in artificial intelligence.
While gaining national stature for its cutting-edge research
and technology transfer, the department deliberately forged
a culture of collegiality and collaboration. “When you have a
group of very successful researchers all lining up to move forward, that is a force to be reckoned with,” says Clarke. James
Kurose, an internationally recognized scholar in networking and Internet architecture agrees. “The esprit de corps was
something that was unique and valuable and something I really wanted when I was starting my career,” he says. Kurose was
recruited in 1984 and served as department chair from 1998 to
2002. A textbook on computer networking that he cowrote has
been translated into seven languages and adopted by 250 top
engineering schools.
The school’s trailblazers adhered to a “no jerks need apply”
policy and always sought the best and brightest who also had
an affinity for teamwork. “The philosophy of the department is
that you hired people who were better than you were. And that
is the way you get ahead,” says Hanson. Not only was the new
generation of professors smart, but also the veterans worked to
make them flourish. “We have a very supportive culture where

when one person succeeds it feels like we are all succeeding,”
says Professor David Jensen, who left a federal government job
in 1995 for academia. As testament to that strategy, 18 faculty
members—nearly half the department—have received prestigious National Science Foundation Faculty Early Career Development awards.
Professor Yanlei Diao says she accepted her job in 2005 based
on the caliber of the other faculty members, a strong mentoring
program, and a team-based approach to research. “I felt I was
valued from the very beginning as an equal to the senior professors,” says Diao. “I know there are places that are much more
hierarchical, but that is never the case in this department.”
Computer science professors say that collaboration leads to
interdisciplinary research, which in turn leads to new knowledge. For example, brainstorming and idea sharing led the department into the new field of computational biology, which
examines biological, behavioral, and social systems in a computational context. “We are open to what is changing, and collaboration helps us identify the changes,” says Beverly Woolf ’80G,
’84PhD, ’90EdD, a faculty member since 1984. “The benefits
are that people are very productive here,” adds Woolf, who now
works as a research professor. President Barack Obama named
Woolf a Presidential Innovation Fellow for 2013.
Interdisciplinary study is integral to the PhD program,
which every year receives 400 applicants for 80 doctoral positions. Doctoral candidates don’t take oral or written exams but
instead produce a synthesis project that bridges disciplines.
“You bring together faculty that normally wouldn’t be working
with each other,” explains Clarke. “Students then have to explore
the ways in which these two areas can interact.”
As educational and research leaders, the computer science
faculty also takes a key role in state and national efforts to recruit diverse students. “This is a matter of self-interest,” says
W. Richard “Rick” Adrion, an
emeritus professor who now
Lori A. Clarke
heads outreach programs. “If
we don’t get more women and
under-represented groups we
are not going to be able to address issues broader than those
that interest geeky white males,”
he says. Adrion has spent 28
years at UMass, serving as chair
during the critical growth years
of 1986 to1994.
In the 1990s, the information
technology industry turned to
UMass Amherst to help prepare
qualified workers for unfilled
jobs. “We helped address workforce needs but were really driven by developing an intellectual
model for computer science,”
Adrion explains. That effort
eventually led to the creation of
the Commonwealth Alliance for

Information Technology Education (CAITE), which works successfully with public colleges and universities in Massachusetts
to increase enrollment in computer science programs.
For students who graduate with computer science degrees
from UMass Amherst, the future is bright. Notes Clarke, “You
would not know there is a recession given the job offers our
graduates are getting.”

Taming Big Data

C

OMPUTER SCIENCE Professor Yanlei Diao plans to
tame “big data”—unimaginably enormous collections of
information that can only be
managed and analyzed by super
computing—to create real-time
solutions for some of the world’s
most challenging problems.
“Big data carries the promise
of enabling huge leaps forward
in science, business, and society at large in the next decade,”
says Diao, who directs the campus Database and Information
Laboratory.
Advances in technology
have enabled the collection of
big data at an unprecedented
Yanlei Diao
rate from sources ranging from
weather sensors to the 25,000
genes in the human genome. The challenge is making that data
useful, says Diao, who since joining the computer science faculty in 2005 has won $3 million in grants.
Diao is among several researchers who received $4.5 million
for equipment for the Massachusetts Green High Performance
Computing Center in Holyoke, which will become the home
base for her research. There she and her colleagues will harness
the power of 10,000 computers. Among computer researchers
Diao stands out for having analyzed big data in real time. She
notes that big-data analysis “is not very valuable if it takes a long
time to get meaningful actionable information.”
In one test, Diao wrote algorithms that reduced errors in
predicting the route of a tornado and did so quickly enough
for those in the path of destruction to find safe haven. She is
currently working with Boston Children’s Hospital and the New
York Genome Center to explore massive parallel computing on
hundreds of machines that will assist in diagnosis and treatment. She likens the project to finding a warped piece of a jigsaw
puzzle among a million pieces, including some that don’t belong
to the puzzle. Finding the connection between a mutation and
an illness, explains Diao, will lead to individualized treatment
and improved survival rates. These advancements are personal
for Diao, who grew up in China and attended graduate school in
spring 2014
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Beverly Woolf (left)
with Ivon Arroyo

the U.S. “It goes back to my childhood dream of helping people
and making a change in the world,” says Diao.

Saving Children with High-Tech Tools

A

FTER YEARS of studying how people use the Internet,
Brian Levine, who joined the computer science faculty in
1999, had an epiphany: he and the team he leads at the Center
for Forensics could harness the amazing deductive powers of
computers to crack open the dark world of Internet child pornography. “I love how we have shown that you can make practical progress in one particular Internet crime,”says Levine. “And
I think there are a lot of other crimes we can address.”
Levine’s research has shown that thousands of people—too
many for law enforcement officials to investigate individually—
publicly offer child pornography. Using the UMass Amherst
program, local, state, and federal law enforcement officers can
make deductions about probable offenders in their jurisdiction,
rather than make random searches that too often fail to capture
the most dangerous offenders.
Michael Hill, a Massachusetts State Police sergeant who has
worked on the state’s Internet Crimes Against Children Task
Force since 1999, calls the forensic center’s program “unsurpassed,” and adds, “I can’t say enough about how much they
have assisted us with our endeavors.”
Hill and his colleagues collaborated with the UMass Amherst team to develop a user-friendly detection program. Since
its implementation in 2009, it has led to more than 17,000 active

The Center for Forensics works closely with law enforcement.
From left: George Bissias ’04G, ’10PhD; Brian Lynn; Brian
Levine; and Marc Liberatore ’00, ’03G, ’08PhD.

criminal investigations nationwide, with more than 500 in Massachusetts, and since April 2012 more than 150 children in the
U.S. have been rescued from abusive situations. “We are actually
finding new victims who would never have been identified if
we didn’t have these tools,” notes Hill, who concedes that the
program works so well that authorities lack the resources to investigate every suspected crime.
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The forensics center is now
building software that can predict
which possessors of child pornography are sexually abusing children
or engaging in human trafficking.
“That is the real goal, trying to predict the most dangerous people to
target,” says Levine. To help him
reach this goal he has been awarded more than $6 million in grant funding from sources ranging
from the National Institute of Justice to the National Science
Foundation.

Smart Tutors Tailor-Made for Students

I

N THE world envisioned by Beverly Woolf, teachers use smart
digital tutors to provide customized lessons that dramatically
encourage success in learning. Woolf, recognized as one of the
great minds in deploying artificial intelligence in education,
says, “The use of digital tutors is a complete change from what
we have now, which are school systems that have not been working for a long time.”
Digital tutors enable students to learn at their own pace and
in their own style via web-based multimedia tutoring. “A teacher with 30 students cannot personalize her instruction, and
textbooks can’t personalize teaching, but these systems can,”
Woolf explains.
Woolf and Ivon Arroyo, ’01G, ’03EdD, a UMass Amherst
computer scientist, collaborate in using artificial intelligence
in ways that make their tutors vastly different from other computer-based learning programs. For example, they can detect
whether a given student is bored, interested, or challenged and
determine what incentive is likely to keep that student engaged.
Intelligent tutors also provide detailed data on how a student
learns best—for instance, whether a student responds better to
hints or to examples. “Right now we are able to get much finer
granularity in understanding student learning,” says Woolf.
Wayang Outpost, a free electronic math tutor created by
Woolf and Arroyo, has been proven to increase standardized
test scores by 10 percent after only two hours of digital instruction. Thousands of middle and high school students from across
the country have used it, establishing unequivocal evidence that
computer-assisted learning can revolutionize classrooms.
John Puglisi, superintendent of California’s Rio School District, says that digital tutors hold great promise when incorporated with other styles of instruction. He says that students in
the 4,800-pupil district who have used the tutors have shown
“high levels of engagement and stick-with-it-ness.”
To date, Woolf and Arroyo, co-directors of the Center for

Keeping Brokers
Honest

F

INANCIAL REGULATORS
have a new ally in their quest
to bring perpetrators of securities fraud to justice: the KnowlKnowledge Communication and
edge Discovery Laboratory, a
colleagues since 1997, have generresearch group led by David
ated more than $10 million in reJensen, computer science professearch grants. “I had a mission to
sor. The lab, with eight graduate
improve education and I needed
students and four staff members,
computer science to make that
has created a program that helps
happen,” says Woolf, adding that
investigators identify brokers
worries that machines might rewho are likely to commit a crime.
place teachers are unwarranted:
“The teacher’s job will become even more important because
“Our breakthrough is a new way
David Jensen
she has to understand all this material and make sure everyone
of making statistical inferences,”
is working at his or her peak.”
explains Jensen.
At the heart of the lab’s work is machine learning, a set of algorithms and techniques to create complex statistical models from data. In
the case of securities fraud, data from
massive amounts of public records are
analyzed for social, professional, and
organizational connections among
brokers that may indicate possible illegal activity. Says Jensen, “Experts in the
field suspected that people teach other
Breakthroughs from the School of Computer Science
people how to commit fraud and we
can do a lot better job detecting fraud
W. Richard “Rick”
information retrieval
Edwina L. Rissland
if we could account for possible influAdrion was a key
that paved the way
led the development of
ences that people have on each other.”
force in broadening the
for the birth of search
case-based reasoning
The application was tested in a projInternet from a small
engines such as Google
and designed software
ect with the association now known as
network of elite instituand Watson, IBM’s
that can easily find
FINRA (the Financial Industry Regutions into the major
Jeopardy! winner.
information in legal
latory Authority), the nation’s largest
force that continues to
documents.
private-sector securities regulator. The
reshape our world.
Allen R. Hanson and
application enables investigators—in
the late Edward M.
Daniel R. Sheldon dea way not humanly possible—to rank
Emery Berger created
Riseman developed
veloped an algorithm
brokers’ propensity for fraud and helps
an algorithm used in
one of the first knowlthat explains nocturnal
avoid the false positives to which huthe Apple computer
edge-based imagebird migration that
man detection can be prone.
operating system that
understanding systems
will be used to help
Jensen developed his interest in
saves battery life and
to handle very comsave bird species in
machine learning and analyzing large
improves performance.
plex natural images
the wake of climate
data sets as a graduate student. At the
employing computer
change.
School of Computer Science over the
Lori A. Clarke,
vision and artificial
past decade he has been awarded more
Leon J. Osterweil,
intelligence.
Ramesh K. Sitaraman
than $12 million in grants and conand George Avrunin
is a main architect of
tracts to help fight financial crime and
employ software engiJames F. Kurose made
the Akamai Network, a
other types of fraud. He also frequently
neering technologies in
significant contribucontent delivery netconsults for government and industry.
healthcare to reduce
tions to networks and
work that today deliv“The overriding goal of market regulamedical errors.
Internet architecture,
ers 20 to 30 percent of
tion,” he says, “is to provide a fair marimproving video
content on the web.
ket and everyone can get behind that.
W. Bruce Croft
streaming and increasNo one wants fraud.”

Triumphs

pioneered research in

ing security.
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Draper Hall
Built in 1903, the stone front steps of Draper were
worn concave by decades of students filing into
its main-floor dining hall. Female students lived on
Draper’s upper floors, and the building is said to host
several spirits, including a young woman given to
stand behind you when you look in a mirror.
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L

INGER AMONG cobwebbed barns,
creaky historic houses, or the confusing
corridors of centuries-old brick
buildings echoing with mysterious
sounds. Tread lightly down a wooded
pathway or descend to a dark cellar. Throw in
a swiftly changing group of residents, youthful
imagination and emotion, all-night study sessions,
and real-life tragedies. The UMass Amherst campus has every element you need to conjure up
ghost tales. During the past century and a half,
the hundreds of thousands of students who have
made the campus their home have passed down
many legends of the ghosts of UMass.
As a history major, Patrick Browne ’94, ’96G,
made the campus ghosts his personal project.
He examined the university archives and
searched through old newspapers for the kernels of truth behind the tales. He went to class
reunions to seek out alumni who were only too
happy to share stories of sightings and spirits.
While a student, Browne (now executive director
of the Pilgrim Society and Pilgrim Hall Museum in
Plymouth) wrote a campus ghost tour, which the
student History Club still uses as a basis for its
annual Halloween tours.
Members of the History Club roamed the
campus on a moonlit night to search for the
phantoms of UMass Amherst.
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Stockbridge House
Built in 1728, the oldest building in Amherst
(now home to the University Club and
Restaurant), hosts the spirits of three
centuries. The staff is accustomed to
glimpses of a mysterious woman in a pink
dress, says manager Adrienne Kaio ’00.
A purported friendly poltergeist moves
wine glasses and sorts through cutlery,
while the angry spirits of nine Tories who
were once imprisoned in the house have
been said to linger here.
Levi Stockbridge (a Massachusetts
Agricultural College founder, professor,
and president) lived and worked in this
house; some say you can occasionally
hear the clomp of his heavy boots.
A portrait of Stockbridge hangs over a
fireplace in a dining room.

Old Chapel
Around 1920, a car struck and killed a student
assumed to have been on his way to ring the
chapel bells. Perhaps it is his unsettling presence
that marching band members used to report
feeling on the south side of the Old Chapel.
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Orchard Hill
A Collegian editor from the class of 1930
died tragically after a fall from a tree in
the apple orchard decades before most
of the trees were cut down to construct
the Orchard Hill residence halls. Some
students say the unfortunate student
appears as a white form walking down
the hill on dark nights.

Munson Annex
The abandoned annex behind Munson Hall
was used to quarantine sick horses. In 1903,
the campus’s most prized horse, a French
coach stallion named Lance, died here of
“strangles,” or equine distemper. Could it be
Lance’s hooves sometimes heard pounding
through the night near the annex?
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Before They Were Veterans

A

LL LAST summer an easel in the lobby of the
Jones Library in Amherst served as a gathering point for World War II veterans, their families,
and other curious library patrons. As they told
their stories Chris Demarest ’76 painted vibrant
portraits of veterans based on vintage photos. Demarest’s talent for depicting telling moments in
time brought his poignantly youthful subjects to
life: On his canvases a group of African American
WACs stood with their arms around each other in
camaraderie. A Navy barber gave a seaman a buzz
cut. Three airmen posed proudly in front of their
fighter-bomber.
For Demarest, being the library’s artist in residence was “not an art exhibit, but part of an emotional journey.” He spent two hours talking with
one 92-year-old former B-17 crewman, and a Chinese American girl became his artistic protégé.
“The connections I’ve made with people here have

been amazing,” he says.
In his student days, Demarest did paste-up for
an earlier incarnation of this magazine. He went
on to illustrate more than 100 books and had some
unusual and far-flung gigs, including as an official
Coast Guard artist in the Persian Gulf. He started
painting the greatest generation a few years ago at
the Women in Military Service to America Memorial at Arlington National Cemetery in Washington, DC.
Now, Demarest is traveling across the country making more portraits and gathering more
remembrances. One of his stops will be as artist
in residence at the Palm Springs Air Museum in
California. He plans to publish a book of WWII
portraits and stories to document the project that
turned from a short-term visual tribute to WWII
veterans to a multi-year, multi-state testament to
their service.
—Patricia Sullivan

Portraits by Chris
Demarest ’76. At
top right is Joseph
Langland, renowned
poet and founder
of the UMass MFA
Program for Poets
and Writers.
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OMMUNICATION IS AN attitude,” says
Shirley Childress Johnson Saxton ’76,
sign language interpreter for the Grammy-winning
a cappella group Sweet Honey in the Rock.
Although Childress graduated from UMass
with a degree in deaf education, she has been facilitating communication between deaf and hearing
people her whole life, long before she joined Sweet
Honey in 1980: Childress grew up interpreting for
her parents, both of whom were deaf.
A good interpreter, according to Childress,
must have empathy, cultural awareness, and a
sense of responsibility. They must be, she says
emphatically, absolutely fluent in American Sign
Language so as to have real-time responsiveness
and accuracy in many diverse contexts: in classrooms, staff meetings, job trainings, conferences,
legal settings, and religious services, to make sure
everyone present is equally able to understand and
to be understood.
Sweet Honey in the Rock includes an interpreter, not just on stage with the singers, but as part of
their immediate semicircle. That sends a powerful
message of inclusion. “Sweet Honey sings of freedom,” says Childress. “Deaf people are interested
in freedom, too. They might want to know what
we have to convey.”
Childress must communicate the message of
Sweet Honey’s songs, reflect the mood and emotional intent of the singers, and render visually
the melody and rhythm of their music. So after
discussing each song and what it means with the
group, for each performance, she focuses fully, to
present the music in an authentic way.
Just as an interpretation of a piece of music
might vary from interpreter to interpreter, it also
will vary from performance to performance, depending on the energy created with the audience.
“I don’t sign a song the same every time,” she says.
Childress must answer challenges that a hearing person might take for granted, such as what
signs to use for the wordless vocal improvisations
Sweet Honey has in their repertoire: how to convey
percussiveness, for example. And how to translate
metaphorical language (such as the phrase “my
mother walked her trouble down” in “I Remember,
I Believe”) in a way that conveys both the actual
meaning as well as the poetry. To translate a word
like “listen,” which begins the song “Breaths,” Childress cups her hands around her eyes, rather than
her ears, to invite attention.
Childress has taken her skills to Nairobi to
serve as an interpreter for a deaf delegate to a

United Nations conference.
She teaches master workshops on interpreting music
across the country. You may
have seen her interpreting
for off-Broadway productions, for writers such as
Maya Angelou, Alice Walker, and Audre Lorde, and
for leaders such as Shirley
Chisholm and Jesse Jackson. In 2012 the Chicago
Theological Seminary presented Childress with an
Honorary Doctor of Letters
degree.
Childress says that hearing-impaired fans come to
Sweet Honey concerts for
the same reasons as hearing persons. “They’re here
to experience the messages,
and the power of song. To
be in an experience one can
share with one’s family and
loved ones. Songs are not
only auditory. They are a
way to express how you feel,
your truth!”
—Laura Marjorie Miller

JAHSE

A Visual Song

Shirley Childress Johnson Saxton ’76

The Diplomatist

W

HAT IS it like to wake up one morning and
find oneself a diplomat?
“That is what people tell me that I am,” laughs
Andrew O’Brien ’90, Secretary of State John Kerry’s special representative for global partnerships
at the US Department of State. But the new version of diplomacy that O’Brien practices is more
nuts-and-bolts than the stereotypical sash-wearing
gentleman we remember from black-and-white
movies.
O’Brien, appointed in May 2013, had previously concentrated his work in the commonwealth,
having served as then-senator Kerry’s Massachusetts state director since 2007. He now crisscrosses
the globe: to Turkey, Colombia and Brazil, Kenya,
and regions such as North Africa and Southeast
Asia, creating liaisons between entrepreneurs and
investors in the United States and in developing
nations.
spring 2014
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Diplomat
Andrew O’Brien ’90

For example, the Global Partnerships Initiative helps Microsoft and Nokia develop young
entrepreneurs in Kenya. O’Brien is exploring ways
to create post-conflict opportunities for young
people in Northern Ireland through partnerships
with such private allies as the NYSE, Caterpillar,
and Liberty Mutual.
O’Brien sees the Secretary’s Global Partnerships Initiative as a new model for foreign aid as
well as diplomacy: “Since the days of the Marshall
Plan, direct aid to other countries has steadily diminished,” he observes. “So we find other ways:
how to work with the top Fortune 500 companies,
for example, to increase corporate investment
and to support health initiatives in developing
countries.” The program measures success by the
number of jobs and opportunities created, crossed
with the amount of money invested.
Private companies can help along a diplomatic
timeline by “moving action more swiftly in acute
situations” than government agencies sometimes
can. Nevertheless, says O’Brien, it is important that
“we are very clear that we are the final arbiter in
decision making, and clear about our diplomatic
mission from the outset.”

And although his work now spans time zones,
it is, according to O’Brien, not very different from
the work he did out of Boston: “I problem solve. I
put people together. Someone once described me
as a ‘political fixer,’” he chuckles. “It’s the same skill
set, but on a much bigger stage.”
—LMM

A Fan’s Voice

B

ROADCASTER Marc Bertrand ’07 has
worked to drop the hint of his native Quincy
from his vocal cords, but he’s kept his fiery and, at
times, cocky personality. Since earning his degree
in communications, Bertrand has quickly become
one of the most widely heard people in Boston’s
sports media world as one of the voices of 98.5 FM
The Sports Hub, part of CBS Radio.
It’s been four years since 98.5 became The Sports
Hub, challenging WEEI’s control of sports talk radio in the Boston area. Now, the station broadcasts
three of the four major Boston sports franchises:
the Celtics, Patriots, and Bruins. The Sports Hub
took on the market leader in 2009, after CBS Radio closed shop on rock station WBCN. Before The

Shamble On

W

OULD YOU have thought that zombie stories are actually about social inequality?

Jeffrey Mantz ’93, current program director of Cultural Anthropology at the

National Science Foundation and assistant professor at George Mason University, has one of the most intriguing
research and teaching portfolios around. A specialist in political economy in the Caribbean, he teaches and publishes
on religion and the supernatural, symbolism and dogma, science and technology, —a topic list which includes obeah
(witchcraft in the Eastern Caribbean), and “techonological fetishism,” i.e., the mining and production of coltan, a critical
metallurgic component of cell phones, in the Congo. And, of course, zombies.
So with that heady mixture, what big problem is Mantz ultimately seeking to solve?
Mantz, who majored in anthropology and STPEC (Social Thought and Political Economy) at UMass,
finds within the intriguing web of ritual and mythology entry points to many fundamental questions about
inequality and social justice.
“The Caribbean zombie is a metaphor for social inequality and control,” says Mantz, who teaches a
popular course on zombies at George Mason. Through his research, Mantz hopes to “de-zombify” people: to
make us more aware of the power systems in which we participate: for instance, the exploitative system of
coltan mining, upon which most of our electronic communications rely. —LMM
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HEN YOU say the word “workshop” in the
presence of a yoga practitioner and a
creative writer, each will get a different mental image. Unless they are studying with Sejal
Shah ’02G.
Shah co-teaches workshops that combine yoga practice with creative writing. She
began studying yoga the same semester she
began the MFA Program for Poets and Writers. She was irresistibly drawn to longtime
UMass yoga teacher Marilyn Hart’s alreadypacked class. “I petitioned her,” says Shah. “I
insisted. She made an exception for me. It was

Marc Bertrand ’07
making a name for
himself on The Sports
Hub.

Shah, who recently returned to UMass to read in the
Visiting Writers series, and whose
work has been featured in journals such as
Pleiades and The Kenyon Review, designs yoga
workshops that explore a theme by alternating
asana (physical poses) with freewriting. “I have
always been interested in bodies and words,” says
Shah, who grew up learning the discipline of Indian classical dance. “Writing is an embodied practice.” Students in Shah’s workshops describe the
“body release and mind release” that takes place
when they are unplugged from the daily flow of
information and can relax deeply into their bodies.
Yoga has influenced Shah’s own writing practice as well, such as her piece “Street Scene,” begun
in the first season of Shah’s yoga teacher training.
Although Shah’s writing group initially doubted
the imagery of the story, the confidence Shah had
acquired in yoga gave her the patience to know
that, if she kept revising, eventually she would get
the story right. She describes that certainty as a
“bodily assurance”: “It’s a way you learn to trust
your body in yoga,” she continues, “that is similar
to how you can trust yourself and your experience
in writing.”
—LMM

PRESTON MARCHANT

Yoga and Writing

perfect because it was just the thing I needed to
stay balanced.”
She received her yoga teaching certification
from Francois Raoult, a teacher with
an ethnomusicology background:
“He would bring music into his
classes, which encouraged me
to bring writing into my
teaching.”

Sejal Shah ’02G
combines yoga and
writing in workshops.

MARK CARPENTER

Sports Hub ever went live, however, Bertrand knew
he wanted to be part of the experiment.
Bertrand’s best friend and UMass roommate,
Zach Claudio ’08, tipped him off to the
impending changes at Boston’s CBS
Radio stations. The 28-year-old
started compiling his demos and created a portfolio
of work he’d done at the
student-run radio station
WMUA and as the “flash
guy” reading breaking
news and headlines at rival WEEI and sent it off
to Mike Thomas at CBS
Radio before an official announcement was made about
The Sports Hub.
“I had a little bit of a head start,”
Bertrand recalls. “Very few people
knew it was happening.”
Bertrand was told he’d have an interview with
the station, but he couldn't wait, so he found a way
to meet Thomas face-to-face and show how serious he was about joining Boston’s newest sports
radio team.
“I wasn't going to give up. I wanted to be a part
of it,” Bertrand said.
The extra work paid off. Bertrand was hired to
join The Sports Hub and he quickly established
himself on one of its flagship programs, Felger &
Mazz, which was recently named the sixth-best
sports radio show in the country by Talkers magazine. Now he also co-hosts a weekend show and is
just getting used to being recognized on the street
and in restaurants, which is a long way from the
WMUA studio in the basement of the Campus
Center.
—Kevin Koczwara ’09
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Available now
at your local
MASSDOT RMV
branch or online at
www.massrmv.com

Support scholarships and
programs for students
and alumni—get your
UMass License Plate today!
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Bookmarks

Big Books from
Small Presses

W

ITH GREAT D.I.Y.
SPIRIT, recent graduates
of the MFA Program
for Poets and Writers are increasingly
publishing their books through small
presses. Distinguished University
Professor of Poetry James Tate says
that working with small presses
allows writers to grasp a greater role
in the publishing process and more
responsibility for the final product.
It is a paradigm shift that foretells a
new wave of creativity.

Flood Bloom by Caroline Cabrera ’12G
Cabrera wrote the bulk of these poems while living in Pelham. They are playful and
experimental in their layout and form: “you knew everything/ about architecture you
found a loophole/ dissolve dilute dementia dimensions/ you were younger all of you
amber.” (H_ngm_n Books)

Fun Camp by Gabe Durham ’10G
A chorus of voices, kids and counselors alike, shows the writer has obviously spent a lot
of time at camp. Durham creates a heteroglossia of journal entries, letters home, notes,
lists, logs, and internal dialogs that show the multiple points of view in an arbitrary
microcosm. (Publishing Genius Press)

Sign You Were Mistaken by Seth Landman ’04, ’08G
This collection of vignettes and poems inspired by western Massachusetts also travels
to Albuquerque, Chattanooga, and Colorado. The collective impression is a barrage of
images of the natural world and the poet wrestling with the divine: “I’m joking in the
sense that God is the worst, but be true, God. You have all my thoughts, but I have all the
responsibility.” (Factory Hollow Press)

Month of Big Hands by Andrew Morgan ’06G
Morgan, assistant professor of writing at New England College, has been published in
Fairy Tale Review and received a Slovenian Writer’s Association Fellowship. His dense,
rhythmic prose alternates among three main characters in a meditative prose poem:
“Deep beneath the river an ancient cage clicks ajar.” (Natural History Press)

They Dragged Them Through the Streets by Hilary Plum ’11G
This novel rotates its point of view among four friends protesting on the home front
in reaction to a peer’s suicide after his tour of duty in Iraq. The group suffers another
loss when a protest bomb kills one of their own. Plum, the book review editor for The
Kenyon Review, uses raw, gruesome imagery to create a jagged interpretation of a
generation’s coming of age. (Fiction Collective)

Spectacle by Susan Steinberg ’00G
Steinberg teaches at the University of San Francisco and is a winner of the Pushcart
Prize. She brings surprising, sharp humor to these often-tragic interconnected stories
narrated by girls and young women who look inward as they find themselves in hard
places. One story opens assuredly: “Because words are about desire and desire is about
the guy who filled my two front tires when one was low.” (Graywolf Press)
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William Manchester
’46, ’65H, The Death of a
President (Little, Brown
and Company). The days
from Nov. 20 to Nov. 25,
1963, are brought to life
in this reissued awardwinning 1967 account
of John F. Kennedy’s
assassination.
Samantha Sokoletsky
White ’59, My Memoir,
Someone To Talk To:
Finding Peace, Purpose,
and Joy After Tragedy
and Loss (Virtualbooks.
com). Using her own
experiences, White
teaches how to turn
grieving and pain into
growth and renewal in
this Nautilus awardwinning book.
Raymond Blain ’63,
There Is A Dragon In My
Closet (Tate Publishing). A
fictional tale of one girl’s
whirlwind adventures to
find strength, overcome
bullying, and prove that
dragons are real.
Gayle Macklem ’63,
Preventive Mental Health
at School: Evidence-Based
Service for Students
(Springer). A guide to
promoting and using
newer programs to service
students in mental health,
and to improving those
that already exist.
Debbie Selig Bulger
’64, In the Thrill of the
Night (Lost Balloon
Press). Selig revisits her
childhood memories of
“unsupervised play” and

“dipping pens in inkwells”
in this collection of essays.
Charles K. Hyde ’66,
Arsenal of Democracy:
The American Automobile
Industry in World War II
(Wayne State University
Press). Examines the
role of the American
automobile industry
in producing vehicles,
weapons, and other war
products.
Phil Skerry ’66, Dark
Energy, Hitchcock’s
Absolute Camera and
the Physics of Cinematic
Spacetime (Bloomsbury
Press). Applies the
theories of dark energy,
entropy, black holes, and
quantum mechanics to
Hitchcock’s technological
genius and camera
aesthetics.
Richard G. Dumont
’67G, ’68PhD, When
Hate Happens, So
Does Other Bad Stuff:
Respect Diversity – Teach
Tolerance – Fight Hate!
(Friesen Press). A plea
for peace and attempt to
explain the depths of hate.

English class, complete
with assignments and
credits.
Vincent J. Interlande
’71, Emotional Transition:
A Journey of the Human
Spirit (iUniverse). Life’s
deepest questions of
identity are addressed
in Interlande’s personal
journey.
Valerie Martin, ’74G,
former faculty, Anton
And Cecil: Cats At Sea,
with co-author Lisa
Martin (Algonquin Young
Readers). The tales of
two cats, their brotherly
love, and their adventures
at sea.
Peter DiGiammarino
’75, Manage to Lead:
Seven Truths to Help
You Change the World
(IntelliVen). This
workbook by a seasoned
management consultant
will help anyone become
an effective leader of
strategic change. Also
available in digital,
interactive format.

Richard Cohen ’68PhD,
Our Seas of Fear and Love
(CCB Publishing). A story
of love and conflict that
reflects the motions of the
sea, its turbulent waves,
and its serene moments.

Donald A. Cerow, Jr. ’76,
When the Dragon Wore the
Crown: Putting Starlight
Back into Myth (Ibis
Press). Cerow explores the
“Ages of Gemini, Taurus,
and Aries,” as well as
classic Greek and Roman
astrology.

Robert Heon ’71G, The
Eccentric English Text
(Xlibris). A make-up class
for anyone who may have
missed a high school

John Moynihan ’76,
’78G, The One Hour
MBA (FreshPond Books).
Everything a businessworld hopeful needs to

know about entering the
field and earning an MBA.
Martha Holsclaw ’77G,
The Peanut & the Pearl
by Edna Bale (Lulu.
com). Set in 1970s Marin
County, this “hippie book”
merges fact and fiction in
the story of a Vietnamera veteran and his
schoolteacher friend.
Douglas Whynott ’77,
’85G, The Sugar Season
(Da Capo Press). A year
in the life of maple syrup
and one family’s quest for
the sweetest harvest.
Lisa Loeb ’78,
Ambassador Dogs
(Schiffer Publishing).
Inspiring stories of 24
dogs and the owners
whose lives they’ve made
better, with 175 color
images.
Rich Maltzman ’78,
Project Workflow
Management: A Business
Process Approach (J. Ross
Publishing). Maltzman
dissects the task of
project management into
manageable parts.
Kathleen Reardon
’78PhD, Shadow Campus
(Blue Mustang Press).
Fictional look at the
politics of academia
surrounding a young
woman’s bid for tenure.
Rosalind Williams ’78
PhD, The Triumph Of
Human Empire: Verne,
Morris, and Stevenson
at the End of the World

(University of Chicago
Press). Williams explores
the depths of the human
experience in today’s
modern world using the
literary works of three
19th-century writers.
Jeannine Atkins ’80,
faculty, Views from a
Window Seat: Thoughts on
Writing and Life (Create
Space). Atkins explores
methods of writing, its
problems, its pleasures
and everything in
between.
Kevin Cullen ’81,
Our Boston: Writers
Celebrate the City They
Love (Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt). Writers past
and present, including
Kevin Cullen ’81,
Mike Barnicle ’97Hon,
John Updike ’93Hon,
and faculty member
Madeleine Blais reflect
on the city.
S. Yolanda Robinson
’81G, There Is Magic
in the Blackberry Patch
(Xlibris). This children’s
story teaches children
about community
involvement and life’s
little lessons.
Dorion Sagan ’81, Cosmic
Apprentice: Dispatches
from the Edges of Science
(University of Minnesota
Press). A collection of
essays in which Sagan
reveals the equal value of
scientific authoritarianism
and philosophical
obscurantism in methods
of modern day discovery.

Bookmarks includes a selected list of new titles of general interest by alumni and faculty authors.
To have your book considered, contact umassmag@admin.umass.edu.

Francis P. Koster ’78G,
’82EdD, Discovering The
New America: Where
Local Communities Are
Solving National Problems
(CreateSpace). Koster
proposes solutions to
longtime societal issues
for small town, big
cities, and everywhere in
between.
Julius Erving ’86, ’86H,
with Karl Taro Greenfeld,
Dr. J: The Autobiography
(HarperCollins). Dr. J’s
recollections include his
UMass days.
Jonathan Curelop ’87,
Tanker 10 (Book Case
Engine). After receiving
a life-altering injury in
a brawl with his older
brother, Jimmy turns to
baseball to find a way to
move forward.
Gary Radin ’91, What
If It’s Not Alzheimer’s?
A Caregiver’s Guide to
Dementia (Prometheus
Books). A guide
to understanding
frontotemporal
degeneration (FTD) and
caring for those suffering
from the disease.
Maria HernándezWolfe ’93G, ’00PhD,
A Borderlands View on
Latinos, Latin Americans
and Decolonization:
Rethinking Mental Health
(Jason Aronson). This
collection of migration
stories offers insights
on Latin American
immigration and life in
the borderlands.

Award finalist Cranky
Pants, Cranky Pants
learns the importance of
being a big brother and
finds that little sisters may
not be so bad after all.
Robert Forrant ’94 PhD,
with Susan Grabski,
Lawrence and the 1912
Bread and Roses Strike
(Arcadia Publishing).
A look at Lawrence, its
industrial milestones, and
its most famous strike.
Mechthild Nagel ’96PhD,
with Anthony Nocella II,
The End of Prisons:
Reflections from the
Decarceration Movement
(Rodopi). An observation
of the construction of
prisons throughout
society, not limited to
those that contain bars,
through a compilation
of essays by scholars and
activists.
Justine Dymond ’99G,
’04 PhD, former faculty,
with Nicole Willey,
Motherhood Memoirs:
Mothers Creating/Writing
Lives (Demeter Press).
Dymond examines
motherhood through
this anthology of literary
pieces, essays, and
critiques.
Jessamyn Smyth ’99,
Kitsune (Finishing Line
Press). Smyth uses foxspirit kitsune myths and
ancient Greek tragedy
form to create a collection
of intense poetry.

Christine McDevitt
Molloy ’93, Tales from
the Dry Side: The
Personal Stories Behind
the Autoimmune Illness
Sjögren’s Syndrome
(Outskirts Press). Firsthand accounts of life with
this chronic, and often
debilitating, disease.

Olga Gershenson
’03PhD, faculty, The
Phantom Holocaust:
Soviet Cinema and Jewish
Catastrophe (Rutgers
University Press). The
Soviet Holocaust and
tragic fate of Russian Jews
are brought to attention
in this account of a largely
overlooked period in
history.

Stephen Sanzo ’93, Little
Stinker (Cranky Pants
Publishing). In a sequel
to the USA Book News

Kevin Goodan ’04G,
Upper Level Disturbances
(Center for Literary
Publishing). Nature and

the humbleness of an
introverted author live
on the pages of Goodan’s
newest collection of
poetry.
Dorothea Lasky ’04G,
Thunderbird (Wave
Books). Humor, raw
imagery, and emotion are
all incorporated in Lasky’s
third full-length poetry
collection.
Christopher Harris
’06G, The Big Clear: A
Novel (CreateSpace).
Former Special Forces
sniper and recent private
eye and marijuana
enthusiast Dub Storm
finds his life in shambles
as he rediscovers a side
of himself he’s buried for
years.
Amber Sayer ’08, PR:
A Personal Record of
Running From Anorexia
(Virtualbookworm.com).
A long-distance journey
through anorexia and the
race to reclaim a life.
Kimberlee Strepka ’09G,
Handbell Artistry from
the Inside Out: Laban
Movement Theory for the
Handbell Musician (GIA
Publications). A guide to
Laban Movement Theory,
as well as discovering the
uses of handbells in music
throughout the world.
Christopher Hennessy
’16PhD, Our Deep Gossip:
Conversations with
Gay Writers on Poetry
and Desire (University
of Wisconsin Press).
This collection of
conversations exposes
the inner intricacies
of producing writing
and poetry in the gay
community.

Nicholas Bromell, faculty,
The Time is Always Now:
Black Thought and the
Transformation of US
Democracy (Oxford
University Press). Bromell
analyzes political theory
using the works of black
activists and writers.
Ethan Carr, faculty, The
Papers of Frederick Law
Olmstead: The Early
Boston Years (Johns
Hopkins University
Press). A history of
Olmstead focusing on
his time in New York
and Boston, and the
installation of Olmstead’s
park systems, including
The Back Bay Fens and
Franklin Park.
Public Nature: Scenery,
History, and Park Design
(University of Virginia
Press). A collection of
essays by park enthusiasts
and professionals looks
at park designs and
landscapes and their
impact on American
culture.
SuEllen Hamkins, staff,
The Art of Narrative
Psychiatry (Oxford
University Press). The
first comprehensive
description of narrative
psychiatry in action.
Laetitia La Follette,
faculty, Negotiating
Culture: Heritage,
Ownership, and
Intellectual Property
(University of
Massachusetts Press). A
collection of provocative
essays, mostly by UMass
professors from wideranging fields, explores
the question of who owns
culture within broad
social contexts.

Gerald W. McFarland,
faculty, The Brujo’s
Way (Sunstone Press).
McFarland follows the life
of a brujo and his journey
to merge his spirituality
and brujo practices in
18th-century Santa Fe.
Max Page, faculty,
Memories of Buenos Aires:
Signs of State Terrorism in
Argentina with coauthors
Karen Robert, Ilan
Stavans, and Memoria
Abierta (University of
Massachusetts Press).
Argentina’s “Dirty War” is
brought to an American
audience in this guide of
sites and memorials from
its tormented past.
Nassim Nicholas Taleb,
former faculty, Antifragile:
Things That Gain from
Disorder (Random
House). Counterargument
to the notion that stress
weakens the human
condition.
Anna Lisa Taylor,
faculty, Epic Lives and
Monasticism in the
Middle Ages, 800-1050
(Cambridge University
Press). An examination
of works of Latin epic
verse saints and their
influence on the lives
and in the classrooms of
writers, fellow saints, and
other Western European
citizens in the Middle
Ages.
Ralph Tiner, faculty,
Tidal Wetlands Primer:
An Introduction to Their
Ecology, Natural History,
Status, and Conservation
(University of
Massachusetts Press). An
authoritative guide to the
ecology of tidal wetlands
in North America.

Read and submit Class Notes at
UMassAlumni.com
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In Memoriam

1930s
Domenic DeFelice ’36, ’40G,
11/23/2011, Geneva, NY
Thomas H. Lord ’36,
10/26/2010, Fresno, CA
Philip J. Spear ’37,
8/28/2013, Gainesville, FL
Louise W. (Warner) Welch ’37,
7/20/2013, La Crescenta, CA
John B. Casazza ’38,
8/11/2013, Newburyport
Charles H. Collis ’38S,
9/13/2010, East Hartford, CT
Edward T. Mish ’38,
10/20/2013, Agawam
Walter A. Whitney ’38,
10/12/2013, Ashfield
Ralph F. Verrill ’39S,
1/15/2012, Concord

1940s
Pearl P. Keyes ’40S,
3/25/2010, Amherst
Everett W. Langworthy ’40,
4/4/2011, Wilmington, NC
Carolyn E. (Monk) Myrick ’40,
4/6/2013, Keene, NH
Sidney W. Rosen ’40,
8/5/2013, Fall River
John F. Wolfe ’40,
10/16/2013, Barnstable
Norman C. Dondero ’41,
7/10/2013, Ithaca, NY
George Fotos ’41,
4/15/2011, Sykesville, MD
Edwin M. Lavitt ’41,
6/24/2013, Ellington, CT
Arthur A. Pava ’41,
9/2/2013, Longmeadow
Tracy B. Slack ’41,
8/30/2013, Southbury, CT
Norman V. Bianco ’42,
9/22/2013, North Adams
Marion (Cook) Fetter ’42,
9/27/2013, Naples, FL
Robert H. Williams ’42S,
3/23/2013, Mechanicsburg, PA
Priscilla F. (Durland)
Zimmermann ’42,
8/8/2013, North Andover
Vernon V. Bartosik ’43S,
11/15/2011, Trumbull, CT
William A. Beers ’43,
3/27/2012, Bedford, NH
Dorothy (Johnson) Berkowitz
’43, 9/22/2013,
Ellicott City, MD
Barbara (Rafferty) Labouteley
’43S, 4/5/2012,
North Springfield, VT
Alice C. (Slack) Palmer ’43S,
1/9/2012, Hopkinton
Jean (Buddington) Philbrick
’43, 10/14/2013, Centerville
Anthony J. Polito ’43,
6/11/2012, St. Petersburg, FL
Roberta (Miehlke) Burkhardt
’44, ’51G, 8/30/2012,
Watch Hill, RI
Douglas W. Hosmer ’44,
7/12/2013, Dennis Port
Arthur S. Teot ’44,
11/5/2010, Midland, MI
Henry E. Drozdal ’47,
11/9/2013, Jensen Beach, FL
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C. V. Cole ’47, ’48G,
8/30/2013, Estes Park, CO
Theodore A. Noke ’47,
2/10/2010, Framingham
Constantine C. Roszko ’47S,
3/18/2012, Oxford
Anne (Baker) Sweeney ’47,
7/11/2013, Citrus Heights, CA
Martha M. Flint ’48,
10/15/2013, Mansfield
Roberta (Curtis) Garbutt ’48,
2/11/2013, San Diego, CA
James L. Glazier ’48S,
8/26/2013, West Gardiner, ME
William A. Rae, Jr ’48S,
6/4/2010, Wolfeboro, NH
Alice P. Wysocki ’48,
7/23/2013, Exeter, NH
Richard S. Hannum ’49S,
2/8/2011, Whately
Elizabeth (Flint) Hibbard ’49,
10/19/2013, Glens Falls, NY
William I. Moore ’49S,
10/7/2013, Easthampton
M. K. Nadel ’49, ’51,
6/2/2013, Ocala, FL
Crosby Olinto ’49,
11/1/2013, Jacksonville, FL
Abbott F. Reid ’49,
9/23/2013, Jacksonville, FL
Barbara P. (Rowe) Sprague ’49,
7/11/2013, Vernon, VT
Samuel T. Utley ’49S,
1/23/2012, West Winfield, NY

1950s
Burton R. Anderson ’47S, ’50,
’52G, 9/17/2013, Hallowell, ME
Roger G. Coggeshall ’50S,
8/22/2013, West Newbury
Jay T. Doane ’50,
10/18/2013, Liverpool, NY
Allen L. Jacques ’50S,
9/14/2011, North Adams
Warren C. McKinstry ’50S,
11/25/2012, Granby
Arthur Motta ’50,
7/2/2013, Lewisville, TX
John R. Nelson ’50,
9/3/2013,
Worcester Township, PA
Anthony J. Panzica ’50,
6/23/2013, Northampton
Charles R. Parmelee ’50S,
3/21/2012, Dunnellon, FL
Rollin W. Perry ’50S,
5/7/2010, Still River
Roland J. Reidy ’50,
8/28/2012, Chandler, AZ
Aaron Rosenfield ’50,
10/6/2013, Easton, MD
Dale S. Thomas ’50, ’58G,
6/22/2013, Westport
Robert I. Thomas ’50,
8/22/2010, Dorchester
Glenn H. Alletson ’51,
6/27/2013, Canton, CT
Charles Avedikian ’51,
5/29/2012, Westport
Russell H. Beaumont ’51,
7/20/2013, Manchester, NH
James P. Heslin ’51,
7/29/2013, Lynn
Rex F. Marganti ’51,
10/10/2013, Hatfield
John B. Ormsbee ’51S,
8/25/2013, New Marlborough

Alfred C. Raffa ’51,
10/27/2011,
Penticton, BC, Canada
William H. Waye ’51,
8/19/2013, Leominster
Gilbert A. Bliss ’52S,
7/29/2013, Middleboro
James L. Chamberlain ’52G,
5/21/2010, Clinton, NY
William L. Estes ’52,
7/17/2013, Harvard
Ruth D. (Damon) Gunnells ’52,
9/21/2013, Anderson, SC
Charles F. Taylor ’52,
9/1/2013, Monkton, VT
Richard J. Wonsik ’52,
5/19/2012,
Hilton Head Island, SC
Ronald J. Ferguson ’53S,
1/3/2013, Lynden, WA
Georgie (Tyler) Fisher ’53,
9/3/2013, Kennebunk, ME
Thomas B. O’Connell ’53,
2/14/2013, Black Mtn., NC
Robert Thimot ’53,
11/12/2013, Reno, NV
Robert J. Vilece ’53PhD,
9/4/2011, Lake Mary, FL
Eli M. Young ’53,
7/6/2013, Naples, FL
David E. Blanchard ’54,
9/5/2013, Middleboro
Marilyn (Bean) Everett ’54,
9/13/2013, Williamsburg
Arthur Geissler ’54,
1/16/2013,
Saratoga Springs, NY
Paula (Hunt) Peck ’54,
9/29/2013, Braintree
Richard W. Barakian ’55S,
6/29/2013, Rutland
Richard A. Cannon ’55S,
7/17/2010, Kingston
Walter F. Kelley ’55S,
10/17/2013, Yarmouth, ME
Dean Kimball ’55S,
8/2/2012, Westborough
Louis J. Kirsch III ’55,
4/2/2012, Waltham
Kenneth A. MacDonald ’55,
11/19/2013, Springfield
Dante L. Molta ’55S,
8/2/2013, Westfield
Dennis J. Flynn ’56S,
7/18/2012, Grafton
Pauline A. (LeClair) Garstka
’56, 9/24/2013,
Los Angeles, CA
Arthur R. Edmonds ’57S,
3/6/2011, Woburn
Robert L. Jones ’57S,
8/12/2011, Old Lyme, CT
Paul V. Kowaleski ’57,
10/1/2013, Sterling
Dean A. Lane ’57,
10/29/2013, Speculator, NY
Nancy (Mahoney) Martin ’57,
10/18/2013, Weymouth
Norman B. Pike ’57,
11/29/2013, Ashfield
Hazel (Howland) Boucher ’58,
6/14/2013, Clinton, TN
Ronald E. Higby ’58,
9/1/2013, San Diego, CA
Arthur Leland ’58,
7/3/2013, Laurel, MD
Donald E. Schulz ’58S,
11/26/2011, Lady Lake, FL

Ann L. Tracy ’58,
11/15/2013, Westhampton
Richard E. Conte ’59,
7/21/2013, Bonita Springs, FL
William N. Gagnon ’59,
7/24/2013, South Yarmouth
George G. Hixon ’59,
9/5/2013, Overland Park, KS
Richard R. LaFleur ’59,
6/28/2013, Fairhaven
Louis G. La Pointe ’59,
7/2/2013, East Longmeadow
Abraham J. Reisman ’59, ’73G,
9/26/2013, Springfield
Roger W. Weeks ’59, ’62G,
5/26/2011, Ashland, OR

1960s
Francis E. Gaffney ’60,
10/3/2011, Arvada, CO
John J. Goda Jr. ’60,
10/10/2013, Alpharetta, GA
John Gregory ’60,
9/22/2012, Wyckoff, NJ
Harriet (Rich) Higgins ’60,
7/27/2013, Richland, WA
Gregory J. Terkanian ’60,
9/29/2010, Biloxi, MS
Allan E. Wolff ’60,
3/20/2013, Monument, CO
John R. Doyle Jr ’61G,
11/8/2013, Springfield
Leeroy L. Knowlton ’61S,
5/26/2010, Grafton
Matthew O’Connor ’61,
11/15/2013, Westfield
Robert W. Roland ’61,
8/17/2013, Nahant
William R. Dennen ’62S,
6/27/2012, Apex, NC
John V. Henderson ’62G,
8/29/2011, Manchester
John J. McCormick ’62,
11/12/2013, Lakewood, CO
Leo R. Penttinen ’62,
9/9/2013, Gardner
Nord E. Bowlen ’63,
1/8/2012, East Windsor, CT
Anatol Furman ’63,
8/2/2013, Jericho, VT
Shigeko M. Asher ’64G,
11/26/2012, Alexandria, VA
Robert J. Brouillet ’64,
9/21/2013, The Villages, FL
David W. Hunter ’64S,
10/24/2012,
Saratoga Springs, NY
Harry C. Jilson ’64,
2/23/2013, Sandwich
Donald R. Livingston ’64,
2/6/2013, Cagayan De Oro
City, Philippines
Constance (Lowell) Saarinen
’64, 7/22/2013, Sterling
Michael A. Salvi ’64,
9/17/2013, Needham
James R. Smith ’64G,
2/26/2010, Elkins Park, PA
Steven W. Birch ’65S,
10/20/2010, Monroe, NC
Arthur A. Dutra ’65S,
3/22/2011, South Dartmouth
Norine (Giannoni) Lewis ’65,
10/30/2010, Arlington
Herbert S. Merritt ’65G,
8/18/2013, Valatie, NY

John Steede ’65G,
1/1/2013, Jamaica Plain
Gordon H. Thorner Jr. ’65,
2/26/2011, Marlborough, CT
James A. Winkler ’65,
9/9/2012, Chicago, IL
Mary (Duffy) Andrews ’66G,
7/1/2012, Westfield
William C. Brister III ’66,
8/9/2013, East Dennis
Paul C. Fang ’66G,
11/1/2010, Mc Lean, VA
Douglas L. Schoenfeldt ’66S,
9/16/2011, Auburn
Mary (Krufka) Slater ’66G,
12/12/2010, Rehoboth
Leslie E. Dolhenty, Jr. ’67EdD,
11/7/2012, Greenfield
Larry S. French ’67S,
11/30/2012, Phillipston
Arthur J. Gillam Jr. ’67,
6/8/2013, Hopkinton
Lawrence J. Partridge Jr. ’67,
8/8/2013, Gloucester
Elizabeth (Goodell) Russell
’67G, ’74EdD, 10/30/2013,
Redwood City, CA
John C. Soper ’67G, ’70PhD,
8/9/2013, Cleveland, OH
Janet M. Westley ’67,
4/10/2012, Media, PA
Normand H. Cote ’68G, ’79EdD,
6/5/2013, Plymouth, NH
James A. Ford ’68,
10/13/2013, North Weymouth
Paul Liss ’68S,
11/22/2012, Holliston
Margaret E. (Maxwell)
McCormack ’68,
9/12/2013, Wakefield
Edward W. Pepyne ’68EdD,
10/4/2013, Derby, VT
Lawrence G. Spees ’68,
6/21/2013, Noank, CT
Judith G. (Goodwin) Walker
’68, 9/16/2011, Waltham
Peter E. Griswold ’69, ’74G,
5/12/2013, Amherst
Richard P. Jones ’69G,
9/28/2010, Seattle, WA
Patricia J. Kennedy ’69,
8/19/2013, Springfield
Robert T. Linstone ’69EdD,
8/8/2012, Punta Gorda, FL
John F. Peterson ’68S, ’69,
6/21/2013, Sarasota, FL
Gregory H. Smead ’69,
10/8/2013, Barrington, NH

1970s
Lynda M. Brack ’70,
8/7/2013, Eastham
Henry R. Iwanowicz ’70,
7/13/2013, Newbury
Kenneth J. Kociela ’70,
9/2/2013,
Atlantic Highlands, NJ
Harold N. McCampbell ’70S,
6/21/2011, Natick
Manuel Mello Jr. ’70S,
8/22/2013, Fall River
Elice (Davis) Pieropan ’70,
’72G, 9/14/2013, Ashfield
Catherine G. (Olds) Radwich
’70S, 8/31/2011, Middlefield
Dana A. Whitman ’70S,
3/20/2012, Raynham

Bruce R. Bannick ’71,
9/18/2011, Worthington
Kevin Barry ’71S,
6/25/2013, Worcester
Charles L. Beatty ’71G, ’72PhD,
2/3/2010, Gainesville, FL
Kenneth A. Bundza ’71G,
’74PhD, 7/18/2013,
Fort Wayne, IN
Ray A. Ellerbrook ’71,
9/18/2013, Florence
William R. Hammatt ’71,
7/15/2013, Chatham
Ture B. Holmes Jr. ’71G,
6/28/2013, South Yarmouth
Nancy Jane Ingram ’71G,
7/13/2013, Roanoke, VA
Cherry Michelman ’71PhD,
12/1/2013, Longmeadow
Abraham J. Shieh ’71G,
7/31/2010, Lansdale, PA
Dudley I. Solomon ’71EdD,
2/27/2011, Littleton, CO
Donald J. Bastarache ’72EdD,
12/19/2012, Russell
William C. Carleton ’72,
4/21/2011, Pembroke
Prasad S. Chintapalli ’72PhD,
8/21/2011, Holly Springs, NC
Mark H. Gerstein ’72G,
11/20/2013, Northampton
Jacques A. Jimenez ’72EdD,
8/25/2013, Stamford, CT
Andrea C. Lewis ’72G, ’73G,
9/23/2013, Brockton
Cynthia A. Matteus ’72,
6/27/2013, Gloucester
Geraldine (Curtis) O’Neil ’72,
7/10/2013, White Plains, NY
Mark A. Ordung ’72,
8/24/2013, Stratham, NH
Adalberto J. Pinelo ’72PhD,
9/7/2013, Wilder, KY
David E. Romaniak ’72S,
11/11/2013, Farmington, NH
Michael G. Sinkevich ’72,
8/14/2013, Clifton Park, NY
Thomas P. Walker ’72,
9/23/2013, Kenai, AK
Margaret C. Brown ’73, ’81G,
12/12/2011, Williamsburg
Roscoe Cook Jr. ’73EdD,
12/30/2011, Alpharetta, GA
Roger S. Crapo ’73,
7/20/2013, Greenfield
Karen A. Dandurand ’73,
’84PhD, 9/12/2011,
Indiana, PA
Donna F. Howard ’73,
1/18/2013, Denver, CO
Marianne Keating ’73G,
10/12/2012, Whately
Edward M. Scanlon ’73,
9/27/2013, Newton
Malinda M. Smutek ’73G,
’88EdD, 6/1/2012,
Chicago, IL
Teresa Bartiromo ’74,
10/7/2013, Tierra Verde, FL
Jerome Bass ’74, ’76G,
10/31/2013, Springfield
Harold E. Bigelow ’74,
10/9/2013, Littleton, NH
Paul D. Coppolino ’74,
2/6/2012, Ellicott City, MD,
Richard C. Humphreys ’74,
5/3/2012, St. Francisville, LA
Reginald J. Pearman ’74EdD,
6/11/2012, Silver Spring, MD

Allen P. Randlov ’74G,
8/31/2013,
Center Tuftonboro, NH
Julie A. Rossborough ’74,
8/28/2013, Newton
Lloyd A. Skiffington ’74PhD,
3/23/2011, Ashland
Mary E. Warren ’74,
7/28/2012, Worcester
Wilson A. Williams ’74,
4/13/2010, Brooklyn, NY
Matthew H. Zimet ’74G,
’80PhD, 3/28/2012,
Randolph, VT
David J. Driscoll ’75G,
4/21/2012, Carlisle
Marcia G. Frank ’75,
7/3/2013, Metairie, LA
Barbara A. Hudson ’75G,
9/1/2013, Wilbraham
Vincent P. Lombardi ’75EdD,
8/30/2013, Charlottesville, VA
Thomas J. McEvoy Jr. ’75S,
10/3/2013, North Andover
William R. Perry Jr. ’75EdD,
11/22/2012, Miramar, FL
Deborah A. Rudell ’75,
7/31/2013, Bridgewater
Charles G. Wirth ’75,
9/29/2013, Athol
Harry E. Bosyk ’76,
3/31/2010, Winfield, IL
Paul M. Christ ’76S,
11/10/2011, Monroe, CT
Susan A. Jaciow ’76,
8/9/2013, Monson
William F. Kelleher Jr. ’76,
9/18/2013, Syracuse, NY
Ronald J. Laviolette ’76EdD,
10/3/2012, Palmer
Allen R. Moyer ’76,
6/28/2013, Naperville, IL
William J. Payne Jr. ’76,
8/12/2013, Nashua, NH
Michael J. Ryan ’76G,
10/23/2013, Cary, NC
Pauline (Ryan) Torrey ’76,
8/31/2013, Lockport, NY
Lillie G. White ’76,
7/1/2013, Ashford, CT
Jeneba G. (Stewart) Allard ’77,
’91G, 7/26/2013, Greenfield
John J. Barrett ’77,
7/1/2013, Bedford
John H. Duncan ’77,
8/14/2013, Rancho Mirage, CA
Robert R. Elliot ’77G, ’81PhD,
3/30/2013, Leesburg, FL
Hilda M. LaPierre ’77G,
12/20/2012, Longmeadow
Shirley M. Morahan ’77PhD,
10/7/2011, Westminster, CO
Jeneba G. Stewart ’77, ’91G,
7/26/2013, Greenfield
Jennifer S. Wood ’77,
1/5/2011, Truro
Janet L. (Sousa) Gentile ’78,
9/24/2013, Hampden
Thomas W. Merrigan ’78,
8/24/2013, Greenfield
Deborah (Hart) Stokes ’78,
9/26/2013, Leverett
Michele G. Wiater ’78,
11/15/2013, Sunderland
N. Scott Arnold ’79PhD,
8/26/2013, Mt. Brook, AL
Bruce B. Babcock ’79,
9/27/2013, North Attleboro

Edward DeRoy ’79,
11/20/2013, Chicopee
Alice H. Epstein ’79G, ’85PhD,
6/1/2013, Amherst
Arthur F. Kimber ’79G,
6/23/2010, Hyannis
Wilfred J. Thibeault ’79G,
12/18/2010, Ashburnham

1980s
Patricia M. Adam ’80,
8/4/2010, Longmeadow
Michel A. Bertrand ’80,
7/29/2012, Campobello, SC
Virginia M. Caruso ’80EdD,
1/14/2013, Brunswick, ME
Karen E. (Hemberger) Hughes
’80, 3/11/2012, Raleigh, NC
Suzanne M. (Pierce) Kilborn
’80, 10/23/2013,
South Hampton, NH
Maryann (Pretto) Audette ’81,
5/12/2012, Greenfield
William C. Barrett ’81, ’88G,
6/29/2013, Placentia, CA
Susan M. (Budrewicz) Barry
’81, 7/14/2010, Avondale, AZ
James B. Hansen ’81,
8/12/2013, W. Palm Beach, FL
C. David Scanlin ’81G,
12/18/2010, Holyoke
Mary E. (Barry) Van Winkle
’81, 9/2/2013, Portola, CA
David H. Weisman ’81,
1/14/2012, Jacksonville, FL
Gavin R. Benson ’82,
8/21/2013, Londonderry, NH
Joan C. Bombace ’82PhD,
9/3/2013, Hamden, CT
Paul F. Murphy ’82G,
6/30/2013, Worcester
Karen M. O’Neil ’82,
2/23/2013, Braintree
Nancy J. Isotti ’83,
8/27/2013, Northampton
Jose L. Keyes ’83EdD,
2/8/2010, Bronx, NY
Kyle R. Longtin ’83,
7/21/2013, Northampton
Marilyn J. Turner ’83,
7/28/2013, Shutesbury
Raymond P. DeVita ’84,
7/7/2013, Salem, NH
Dennis W. Lockwood ’84G,
4/18/2011, Salisbury, MD
Margaret Szumowski ’84G,
8/18/2013, West Springfield
Kenneth A. Amidon ’85,
2/14/2013, Northbridge
Jeffrey P. Connors ’85,
7/27/2013, Delray Beach, FL
James J. Costello ’85G,
7/23/2011, Roslindale
Michael J. Frankel ’86,
11/24/2013, Longmeadow
Joan B. Pennington ’86EdD,
10/24/2013, Glen Allen, VA
Margaret M. Walsh ’86,
3/14/2010, Westwood
Ronald S. Watts ’86,
3/4/2012, Springfield
Janet L. Wood ’86,
3/8/2011, Northfield
David M. Worden ’86G,
7/7/2013, Easton
Azam M. Zaidi ’86,
11/3/2010, Southlake, TX

Alice P. Davies ’88G,
5/3/2012, Towson, MD
James M. Gorman Jr. ’88,
9/21/2013, Pownal, VT
Mary F. Hernandez ’88,
10/11/2013, Greenfield
Richard C. Lee ’88G,
8/9/2010, Channahon, IL
Dwight H. Marine ’88,
7/24/2013, Amherst
Sondra K. (Black) Thatcher
’88, 8/30/2013, Williamsburg
Douglas R. Dilts ’89EdD,
10/15/2011, Jakarta, Indonesia
Mary T. Gexler ’89,
7/18/2013, Greenfield

1990s
Stephen P. Cassidy ’90,
10/3/2011, N. Plainfield, NJ
Diane J. Mundt ’90PhD,
7/10/2013, Hull
Donald E. Quinn ’90,
12/6/2012, Chicopee
Antonio F. Candau ’91PhD,
9/17/2013, Twinsburg, OH
Thomas A. Coleman ’91,
5/23/2013, Sayville, NY
Constantina (Mayes)
Comnenou ’91EdD,
7/11/2011, Cambridge
Sarah W. Jacobson ’91PhD,
2/28/2013, Bellingham, WA
William F. Krok ’91,
7/6/2013, Holyoke
Timothy P. Merritt ’92, ’99G,
9/28/2013, Granby
Henrietta S. Attles ’93EdD,
8/29/2012, Lakeland, FL
Michael T. Azure ’93PhD,
7/15/2013, Remlap, AL
Michael J. Hayden ’93,
9/11/2013, Northborough
Mitchell E. Johnson ’93PhD,
9/7/2010, Pittsburgh, PA
Meredith (Passa)
Grammaticas ’94,
7/2/2013, South Hadley
Patrick E. Grant ’95S,
5/4/2013, Falmouth
Robert D. Symington ’95G,
6/22/2010, South Hadley
Michael W. Travi ’95,
12/14/2011, Upton
Mark T. Urban ’96,
9/27/2013, Boise, ID
Peter J. O’Keefe ’97,
9/18/2013, Cambridge
Kristina L. (Tarini) Taylor ’97,
11/8/2013, West Hatfield
Kaiyan Jiang ’98G,
10/3/2011, Medfield

2000s
Cherish R. DeSellier ’00, ’04G,
8/10/2013, Springfield
Cortney D. Rice ’01,
8/30/2013, New City, NY
Mary M. Reda ’02PhD,
8/3/2013, Staten Island, NY
Valentina M. Clermont ’04,
10/17/2013, New Ashford
Mary K. Everett ’05G,
7/30/2011, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Megan S. Daley ’06,
6/26/2013, Bradford
Matthew S. Lofaro ’07,
10/23/2013, Milford, CT
Ralph E. Pelland Jr. ’07G,
2/26/2011, Wilbraham
Elena N. Dodova ’08PhD,
8/12/2013, Atlanta, GA

2010s
James M. Pelletier ’10S,
9/11/2013, Fitchburg
Seth M. Boyd ’12,
3/30/2013, Somerville
Brian S. Callahan ’13,
9/15/2013, Holyoke

Faculty
Ralph M. Clark Jr. ’63PhD,
11/1/2013, Plattsburgh, NY
Priscilla M. (Massei) Clarkson
’69, ’73G, ’77PhD, 8/25/2013,
Leverett
Alice H. Epstein ’79G, ’85PhD,
6/1/2013, Amherst
Norman C. Ford Jr.,
8/25/2013, Amherst
Anthony M. Gawienowski, Sr.,
11/1/2013, Amherst
Robert A. Hart,
9/11/2013, Amherst
Robert S. Kirk,
6/5/2013, West Lebanon, NH
Yusef Lateef ’75EdD,
12/23/2013, Shutesbury
Guy M. Lewis,
10/1/2013, Columbia, SC
Stephen Malkin,
8/14/2013, Jamaica Plain
David T. Porter,
11/16/2013, Amherst
Charlotte K. Spivack,
11/1/2013, Amherst
Robert M. Weis,
10/20/2013, Amherst
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A Sonnet for Old Chapel
By Donald Junkins ’53

When the bells in Old Chapel tower rang for Spring
Day, calling classes off, the campus was alive
with a measured pause that only rhythm brings
before those endings only memory can revive.
The pathways of our old UMass still host
the model walkways of our dreams, the ways
we simplify our days, how we make the most
of allotted time, how shape the tones of days.
Old Chapel with its granite visage still fronts
the central walkway to Goodell, still overlooks
the College Pond where two swans, as they are wont,
still idle near the grass. With all our books,
our UMass days, sequestered in our lives,
the Chapel bells still ring on Spring Day: alive! alive!
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ONALD JUNKINS taught at UMass
for 30 years, during 10 of which
he directed the Master of Fine Arts
Program in English. He has published
16 books, and published poems in the
New Yorker, The Atlantic, Poetry, the
Sewanee Review, and numerous other
journals, and essays in Harper’s and
the Georgia Review. His translation
of Andromache appears in the Penn
Greek Drama Series. His prizes include
three National Endowment for the
Arts awards. He has been an active
member of the Hemingway Society
for over 30 years, the poetry editor
of the Massachusetts Review, and is
currently poetry editor of the North
Dakota Quarterly. In his senior year at
UMass, he set the football record for
interceptions. Junkins lives in Deerfield
with his wife, Kaimei Zheng ’90G, a
lecturer and director of information
management for the Isenberg School of
Management.

Unforgettable

WEDDINGS AT UMASS AMHERST

LET UMASS PROVIDE YOU WITH
A DAY TO REMEMBER!
UMass is that unique venue
you’ve been looking for. With a
reputation for exceptional food,
creative displays and attentive
service, UMass has the experience
to make your wedding unforgettable.
Contact us at 413.577.8200
Catering@mail.aux.umass.edu
www.umass.edu/catering

MEETINGS • EVENTS • CONFERENCES
What makes Hotel UMass and
the UMass Conference Center
unique is the way our entire focus is
on you. Whether you are planning
a national convention for 10,000
or a meeting for 10, our highly
trained and attentive staff are
here to accommodate you.

Stay in the Heart
of the Campus

With premier onsite catering,
modern hotel accommodations,
flexible meeting space and
full service registration support,
UMass has something
for everyone.
One Campus Center Way
Amherst MA 01003
877.822.2110
www.hotelumass.com
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Giving with Forethought
John Baillieul ’67 and Pat Baillieul ’68 began their connection with and affinity
toward UMass Amherst when they enrolled on campus as undergraduates.
John was a mathematics major and Pat was an English major. After
graduation, Pat continued her education at Harvard University and has been
enjoying a successful career in financial management. John also continued his
studies and eventually became a professor of engineering at Boston University,
where he has worked for the past 27 years.
John and Pat reconnected with UMass Amherst when their son, John Paul ’08,
attended. Pat has been active on campus, serving on the Humanities and
Fine Arts Campaign Committee. John is a supporter of the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics.

JOHN SOLEM

This year both made generous planned gifts to different programs
by naming UMass Amherst as the beneficiary of Individual Retirement
Accounts (IRAs). Pat has made a future gift to the HFA Dean’s Undergraduate
Scholarship Fund, the HFA Artists and Scholars in Residence Fund, and
the University Chorale. John has made a future gift to the Department
of Mathematics and Statistics. Because UMass Amherst is a tax-exempt
organization, every dollar in their IRAs will go toward their designated
programs. John says, “It is important to us that our three children be the
main beneficiaries of our estate so we chose the IRA donation
option to help them avoid the income taxes that would
otherwise be levied on our gift.”

To learn more about giving strategies that best meet your family’s needs, please contact the UMass Office of Planned Giving,
Pam Acheson at (413) 577-1402 (pacheson@admin.umass.edu) or Lawrence Osborn at (413) 545-2796 (losborn@admin.umass.edu).

